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To Our Gators on Their Graduation Day,

After years of perseverance, diligence and growth, you have arrived at the day we celebrate the achievement of your degree and the place you have earned among learned people. I am proud to congratulate you on your graduation day.

Each of you has taken a unique path that has led you to this pivotal moment in your lives, from part-time jobs and full-time academic schedules, your hard work is realized as you reap the benefits of your sacrifices. I am honored to meet you at the finish line this day, May 27, 2016, as your faculty, mentors, peers, friends, distinguished guests and family join together to commemorate your achievement.

From the day you set foot on this campus, you have been one of ours. Today, you go on to become a graduate of San Francisco State University with a place in a community striving for excellence and contributing to the world we live in.

Take this moment to acknowledge the growth in character, mind and body that you have experienced by investing in your education and ultimately your future. You have acquired skills, knowledge and values enabling you to become a positive force of change in the world around you, challenging life’s most rigid obstacles and solving the most perplexing questions. Allow me to give you the last study guide of your education at San Francisco State University: Own your own mind because now you are the answer.

It has been said many times, but it proves true, nonetheless, this is just the beginning. I am confident that you will go on to do extraordinary things in your life that will continue to make your San Francisco State University family proud.

Thank you for growing with us. I look forward to seeing you on the field at AT&T Park.

Sincerely Yours,

Les Wong
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Born and raised in Castro Valley, San Francisco State University alumnus and Academy Award winner Jonas Rivera always loved films and had dreamed of becoming an animator since he was young. Originally, Rivera’s inspiration came from iconic movies, such as “Star Wars” and Disney classics. But it was an early Pixar short film — which he first encountered in an SF State class — that inspired Rivera to pick up the phone and call Pixar out of the blue.

“I had just seen [Pixar Chief Creative Officer] John Lasseter’s ‘Luxo Jr.’ in Gregg Rickman’s ‘History of Animation’ class, and in [the film] I saw the potential of computer animation,” Rivera recalled in a 2009 SF State Magazine interview. “It was like a beacon from the future.”

That beacon guided him to his dream job: When he called Pixar, the response was, “Can you come in tomorrow?”

Rivera began working as a production office intern on the company’s first feature film, “Toy Story.” Since then, Rivera has moved through most jobs within Pixar’s production cycle, from intern to producer, giving him a front row seat for the growth of the studio into the animation titan it is today. He has worked on almost every Pixar film to date, including “A Bug’s Life,” “Toy Story 2” and “Monsters, Inc.”

Rivera was the production manager on Pixar’s Golden Globe-winning animated feature “Cars.” His first credit as producer was on Pixar’s 2009 movie “Up,” for which he earned a Producer of the Year in Animated Features award from the Producers Guild of America and a nomination for Best Picture at the 2010 Academy Awards.

At the 88th Annual Academy Award ceremony in 2016, Pixar’s feature film “Inside Out” won the Oscar for Best Animated Feature Film. Rivera was the first Pixar producer to win an Oscar, accepting the award with the film’s director, Peter Docter.

Rivera lives in the East Bay with his wife and three children, continuing to work with Pixar on animated films inspired by his own childhood and his kids.
PRESIDENT’S MEDAL RECIPIENT

THE HONORABLE GEORGE P. SHULTZ

Born in New York City, George P. Shultz was raised in Englewood, New Jersey. He earned a bachelor’s degree in economics from Princeton University and a Ph.D. in industrial economics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Shultz served on active duty in the U.S. Marine Corps in the Pacific theater during World War II, attaining the rank of captain. After the war, he continued his academic career at MIT, teaching economics and management from 1948 to 1957. His first experience in government was as a senior staff economist on President Eisenhower’s Council of Economic Advisers in 1955.

From 1962 to 1968, Shultz was dean of the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business. He returned to government in 1969 when President Richard Nixon appointed him Secretary of Labor. From 1970 to 1972, he served as the first director of the Office of Management and Budget, and he served as Secretary of the Treasury from 1972 to 1974. During this time, Shultz was chair-man of the Council on Economic Policy and negotiated a series of trade protocols on behalf of the United States.

From 1974 to 1982, Shultz was president of Bechtel Group Inc. While at Bechtel, he maintained close ties with the academic world by joining the faculty of Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business.

In 1982, Shultz was named Secretary of State by President Ronald Reagan. In this capacity, he played a key role in implementing a foreign policy that led to the successful conclusion of the Cold War. In 1989, he was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian honor.

Upon leaving office, Shultz returned to the Bechtel Group as a director and senior counselor. In 2001, he was named the Thomas W. and Susan B. Ford Distinguished Fellow at the Hoover Institution, Stanford University.

Shultz has received many awards for his achievements and contributions to the nation including the Koret Prize in 1996, the Eisenhower Medal for Leadership and Service in 2001, the Truman Medal for Economic Policy in 2007 and the Economic Club of New York Award for Leadership Excellence in 2011.

Shultz resides in San Francisco with his wife, Charlotte Mailliard Shultz.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

CHARLOTTE MAILLIARD SHULTZ
Doctor of Fine Arts

Charlotte Mailliard Shultz was born in Kilgore, Texas. She attended the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville and received a degree in fashion design, marketing and merchandising. Shultz later moved to San Francisco, where her presence began to significantly benefit the city and state.

Shultz has served as chief of protocol for the city and county of San Francisco for nine mayors and now serves in that capacity for Mayor Edwin M. Lee. Called the “city’s premier party giver” by The San Francisco Chronicle, Shultz brought back the city’s Black and White Ball, organized the 50th anniversary celebration of the Golden Gate Bridge and has welcomed distinguished visitors such as Pope John Paul II and members of the British royal family. In 2004, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger appointed her as chief of protocol for the state of California. She now serves as chief of protocol for Gov. Jerry Brown.

Shultz also serves on the San Francisco War Memorial Board of Trustees and is a member of the boards of the San Francisco Opera, San Francisco Symphony, San Francisco Ballet, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and Commonwealth Club of California. She served as chair of the building committee of the new San Francisco Public Library and co-chair of the Committee to Restore the San Francisco Opera House and San Francisco City Hall. Visitors to City Hall can walk up the Charlotte Mailliard Shultz Staircase, which was named in honor of her tireless efforts to promote the city.

Shultz’s contributions have been recognized through numerous awards including the State of California Woman of the Year Award in 1996 and 2000, the Eleanor Roosevelt Humanitarian Award for Lifetime Achievement from the United Nations Association of San Francisco, the Commonwealth Club’s Distinguished Citizen Award and the Woodrow Wilson Award. In 2007, Queen Elizabeth II bestowed upon Shultz the title of Commander of the Royal Victorian Order for her long record of service in assisting royal visitors.

Shultz resides in San Francisco with her husband, former Secretary of State George P. Shultz.
Serving California businesses and communities for more than two decades, A. Robert “Bob” Linscheid has provided extraordinary leadership for public, private and nonprofit organizations on public policy, economic development and other issues critical to California’s economic success.

Linscheid graduated from California State University, Chico in 1976 with a B.A. in public administration and with a master’s degree in public administration in 1978. As an undergraduate, he served as student body president. Since graduation, Linscheid’s service to the CSU has included membership on the CSU Alumni Council (with two terms as president) and a seat on the CSU Board of Trustees from 2005 until 2014.

Prior to his work in San Francisco, Linscheid was the co-founder and managing director of Innovate Northstate, an innovation catalyst organization dedicated to making the North State area of California the most economically competitive rural region in the United States by focusing on innovative companies within targeted industry clusters.

A believer in the community importance of athletics, Linscheid served as general manager of the Chico Heat baseball team from 1996 to 1999, was president of the Western Baseball League from 1999 to 2002 and served as president and board chair of the Chico Outlaws baseball team from 2004 to 2008.

Honors and awards bestowed upon Linscheid include the CSU Chico College of Business Person of the Year, the Western Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives’ Executive of the Year and, three times, recognition by Rotary International as a Paul Harris Fellow.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

JEFFREY MALLETT
Doctor of Science

Jeffrey Mallett is a Canadian-born entrepreneur and investor, most widely known as the founding president, COO, director and 12th employee of internet giant Yahoo. Raised in Vancouver, British Columbia, Mallett began his climb to leadership early. When Mallett was 22 years old, he ran sales, marketing and business development for his parents’ telecommunications company, Island Pacific Telephone. Cable and Wireless Communications eventually acquired the company in 1987.

For the past 30 years, Mallett has been an executive, director and active investor in technology, media, sports and entertainment ventures. From 1985 to 1995, he was an executive leading successful technology companies. Mallett was an early employee of Reference Software International, a company started by Don Emery, a San Francisco State University marketing professor at the time. WordPerfect Corporation purchased the company, which developed grammar-checking software. Mallett managed their worldwide consumer division.

From 1995 to 2002, Mallett managed Yahoo’s global workforce of more than 4,000 employees in 27 countries and oversaw Yahoo’s first $4 billion in revenues. Under his leadership, Yahoo grew from a startup with less than six weeks of cash and no revenue to a publicly traded company with a value reaching $135 billion.

In 2002, he founded Mallett Sports and Entertainment LLC (MSE), a diversified global investment and advisory company. MSE ventures include the San Francisco Giants, AT&T Park and Mission Rock Development, Comcast Bay Area Sports Network, the San Jose Giants, Major League Soccer, Vancouver Whitecaps FC, Derby County FC, digital music company SNOCAP Inc., custom apparel company Indochino Inc. and mobile ticketing service Gametime United Inc. Mallett is also a founding investor and limited partner in Version One Ventures and an advisor to Steve Nash Enterprises and Foundation.

Mallett has been recognized with an honorary professorship at the Peter B. Gustavson School of Business at the University of Victoria and as a fellow of the Dobson Centre for Entrepreneurial Studies at McGill University in Montreal.

Mallett lives in the Bay Area with his wife and two daughters.
FACULTY EMERITUS/EMERITA

These distinguished members of the San Francisco State University faculty are retiring this year. Their contributions to the field of education, to their areas of scholarship and to the life and vigor of this institution are gratefully acknowledged.

Herlinda Cancino  
Associate Professor of Secondary Education  
*Appointed: 1991*

Mary Cavagnaro  
Clinical Counselor of Counseling & Psychological Services  
*Appointed: 2003*

John A. Dopp  
Professor of Management  
*Appointed: 1979*

Andrew E. Dubin  
Professor of Equity, Leadership Studies, and Instructional Technologies  
*Appointed: 1986*

Sharon Eaton  
Associate Professor School of Nursing  
*Appointed: 1982*

David Fischer  
Lecturer of International Relations  
*Appointed: 1998*

Joan Flippin  
Lecturer of English Language & Literature  
*Appointed: 1989*

Barbara Ford  
Professor of Elementary Education  
*Appointed: 1995*

Robert Gluck  
Professor of Creative Writing  
*Appointed: 1983*

Marie Anne (A.J.) Jaimes-Guerrero  
Professor of Women & Gender Studies  
*Appointed: 1995*

LaVonne Jacobsen  
Librarian  
*Appointed: 1972*

Sarah Josef  
Lecturer of Consumer & Family Studies/Dietetics  
*Appointed: 1995*

Ben Kobashigawa  
Professor of Asian American Studies  
*Appointed: 1986*

Kenneth Robert Kobre  
Professor of Journalism  
*Appointed: 1987*
Margaret Lynch  
Lecturer of Psychology  
*Appointed: 1986*

Peter Melhus  
Associate Professor of Management  
*Appointed: 2006*

Nancy Rabolt  
Professor of Consumer & Family Studies/Dietetics  
*Appointed: 1981*

Andrea Renwanz-Boyle  
Associate Professor  
School of Nursing  
*Appointed: 1989*

Mark Schleunes  
Lecturer of English Language & Literature  
*Appointed: 1989*

Murray Silverman  
Professor of Management  
*Appointed: 1986*

Chunghee Sarah Soh  
Professor of Anthropology  
*Appointed: 1994*

Thaddeus Usowicz  
Associate Professor of Information Systems  
*Appointed: 1983*

Robin Wagner  
Associate Professor of Accounting  
*Appointed: 1986*

Shawn Whalen  
Lecturer of Communication Studies  
*Appointed: 1997*
2016 HOOD RECIPIENTS

The following students, who have achieved outstanding academic records at San Francisco State University, have been selected to represent the students of their respective colleges. On behalf of their classmates, they have received the symbolic investiture of the hood.

REPRESENTING THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

Danh Quang Nguyen  
Decision Sciences  
College of Business

Colin Wong  
Consumer & Family Studies/Dietetics  
College of Health & Social Sciences

Taylor Lee Freeman  
Communicative Disorders  
Graduate College of Education

Aliyah Khadijah Shaheed  
Communication Studies  
College of Liberal & Creative Arts

Richard Leonard Polote Jr.  
Africana Studies  
College of Ethnic Studies

Adriana Garcia  
Chemistry and Biochemistry  
College of Science & Engineering

REPRESENTING THE MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Amie Rose Lewis  
Master of Business Administration  
College of Business

Jamie Elizabeth O’Quinn  
Master of Arts in Human Sexuality Studies  
College of Health & Social Sciences

Sana Husain Aaser  
Master of Arts in Education  
(Equity and Social Justice in Education)  
Graduate College of Education

Karly Anne Stark  
Master of Fine Arts in Cinema  
College of Liberal & Creative Arts

Dale Arvy Dagar Maglalang  
Master of Arts in  
Asian American Studies  
College of Ethnic Studies

Claudia Rebecca Corona  
Master of Science in Geosciences  
College of Sciences & Engineering
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Participation in today’s 115th Commencement exercises links our graduates and faculty with scholastic antiquity. Many of the rituals seen at this ceremony stem from the European Middle Ages, when the church was the center of learning. At that time, academic gowns were a common form of dress retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern styles. The early European universities were founded by the church, and students, being clerics, were obliged to wear the prescribed gown at all times.

All San Francisco State graduates wear special robes of royal purple, one of the University’s official colors. The gown worn at the Commencement ceremony is indicative of the degree being awarded. Bachelor’s gowns have pointed sleeves; master’s gowns have oblong sleeves cut square at the end, with wrist openings; doctoral gowns have bell-shaped sleeves with three velvet bands (symbolizing the third and highest academic degree) and velvet facings to the front. All gowns are designed to be worn closed, unlike many of their European counterparts.

All students awarded bachelor’s degrees wear a mortarboard cap, also of royal purple. On entering the stadium, the tassel is positioned to the right of the cap. During the ceremony, at the moment of graduation, the tassel is moved to the left of the cap, signifying conferral of the bachelor’s degree. Students receiving master’s degrees also wear a purple mortarboard, but with the tassel already positioned on the left of the cap. Students being awarded a doctoral degree wear a black velvet tam.

The size and shape of the academic hood and the width of its velvet edging also help to identify the level of the degree that the wearer has earned. Hoods designating the bachelor’s degree (worn here today only by the students chosen to represent their colleges) are 36 inches; those for the master’s degree are 42 inches; those for the doctoral degree are 48 inches and also include a cape, visible at the side. The shell of the hood is lined with the official color, or colors, of the college or university conferring the degree. San Francisco State University’s are purple and gold. More than one color is often displayed in V-shaped stripes, known as chevrons. The color of the hood’s velvet border indicates the field or discipline in which the degree is granted. SF State’s master’s degree hoods are edged in the following colors:

- Business ................ Drab (light brown)
- Education ....................... Light blue
- Ethnic Studies .................. Crimson
- Health & Social Sciences ....... Gold
- Nursing ......................... Apricot
- Liberal & Creative Arts ......... White
- Science & Engineering .......... Gold

Our faculty have earned degrees at top universities around the nation and the world. As they process into the stadium, their regalia make for a colorful display. The linings of their hoods (and sometimes the color of their gowns) identify the institutions from which they earned their degrees. Leading the Platform Party in the ceremony today is the chair of the Academic Senate, Professor Troi Carleton, who carries the University mace, an ancient symbol of order and authority in both the civic and academic worlds.
MAKING FUTURES HAPPEN
FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY

For 117 years, San Francisco State University has distinguished itself as a vibrant center of scholarship, innovation and community engagement. Founded in 1899 by an act of the California legislature, the San Francisco State Normal School was created to fill the city’s acute need for well-trained, experienced teachers. The school’s first location was a rented two-story building atop Nob Hill. The first graduating class — the class of 1901 — consisted of three dozen students, all women.

Within a decade the normal school earned a solid reputation for its high-caliber graduates, innovative teaching methods and emphasis on practical experience. In the 1920s, the school began offering the Bachelor of Arts degree. When the Great Depression sharply curtailed the need for new teachers, the school expanded its programs to include a full liberal arts curriculum. In 1935, it became San Francisco State College. Its first master’s degree, in education, was offered in 1949.

Enrollment quadrupled in the five years following World War II. To accommodate growing demand, the college moved in 1954 to its present campus near Lake Merced, which now encompasses more than 144 acres. To bring intellectual cohesion to its evolving curriculum, SF State developed the General Education program — a nationally known model requiring all students to take a unified core set of courses. In 1961, the college joined what would become the 23-campus California State University system and in 1974 was renamed San Francisco State University.

Hands-on learning and community engagement have continued to be hallmarks of an SF State education since its first president, Frederic Burk, chose Experientia Docet — Experience Teaches — as the school’s motto. Acting on the principle that learning cannot be isolated from the world in which it is applied, the University partners with the community through many of its classes and a wide range of centers and institutes.

Today, the University has a diverse student body of more than 30,000. The University offers 77 bachelor’s and 63 master’s degrees and an independent doctoral program (Ed.D.). In collaboration with the University of California, the University also offers a Ph.D. in education with a concentration in special education (with UC Berkeley) and joint master’s and doctoral degrees in physical therapy, as well as a joint Doctor of Physical Therapy Science (with UC San Francisco).

University teaching sites include the Romberg Tiburon Center for Environmental Studies in Marin County, the Sierra Nevada Field Campus and the Downtown Campus in San Francisco.

While justifiably renowned as a teaching university, SF State is also associated with outstanding research and scholarly activity in the arts, sciences, business, health, humanities and many other disciplines. The University attracts world-class faculty as well as extensive grants and contracts.
GUIDED BY a long-standing commitment to community service learning and civic engagement, SF State seeks to prepare new generations of principled citizens who act on their beliefs; who volunteer, vote and are active in civic affairs; and who serve as leaders in their communities. Just like the city of which it is a part, SF State is known for valuing activism, civic engagement and service to the community.

SF STATE’S PROUD HISTORY and ongoing commitments to teaching, learning and social justice are showcased in its strategic plan, anchored by five core University values: Courage, Life of the Mind, Equity, Community and Resilience.

THIS COMMITMENT is evidenced in classrooms, studios, laboratories and in the greater community. Increasingly, SF State’s leadership as a values-driven university is recognized nationally. SF State is among a select group of schools in Princeton Review’s Colleges with a Conscience — institutions of higher learning that possess both “an administration committed to social responsibility and a student body actively engaged in serving society.” In addition, the campus was among the first U.S. colleges and universities to meet new classification criteria for community engagement established by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. In 2011, the Corporation for National and Community Service selected SF State to receive its Presidential Award, the highest federal recognition a college or university can receive for its commitment to community service.

SERVICE IS AN INTEGRAL PART of the curriculum. More than 500 courses combine academic study with community involvement.

THE UNIVERSITY’S INFLUENCE can be felt in every neighborhood in San Francisco. SF State faculty monitor plants and wildlife inside the Presidio, while marketing and design students create ads that promote volunteerism and health education students work to combat childhood asthma in Bayview-Hunters Point. Oceanographers monitor water currents in the Bay to help local agencies plan cleanup efforts in the event of an oil spill. Engineering students offer free energy assessments to manufacturing plants, and from the Mission to the Marina, Richmond to South of Market, SF State students are working with the national literacy program Jumpstart to build the reading and learning skills of 3- to 5-year-olds.

MANY GRADUATES carry the spirit of service into their professional careers. They can be found in executive leadership positions at such San Francisco–based nonprofits as the SF-Marin Food Bank and Alive & Free (formerly the Omega Boys Club). The SF State alumni roster includes winners of the prestigious Jefferson Award for Public Service.

SF STATE ALUMNI are well represented in leadership in the city and in state and national capitals. The University’s alumni with public service careers — including Willie Brown Jr., John Burton, Heather Fong, Willie Kennedy, Bill Thomas and George Miller — have represented some of the best and brightest public leadership in the region and nation.

THE STUDENTS GRADUATING TODAY join the legions of accomplished alumni making it happen around the world … and making the world a better place in the process.
CLASS OF MAY | AUGUST 2016

BACHELOR’S DEGREES

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Candidates for graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Heather Marie Ambuehl
Margaret Elizabeth Andretich
Rebecca Anne Beardsley
Teresa Marie Beatty
Luiza Espir Berthoud
Lam James Blaney
Haley Wilhelmina Poitras Brott
Brian Michael Carr
Austin Chao
Marina Coop
Chirag Atmo-Korkut Dalibar
Marina Coop
Urbonas

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Christopher Arreola
Cynthia Avlós Sepulveda
Elijah Isaiah Ball
Cynthia Batres
Valeria Nohely Beltran
Brian Rosel Thompson
Bircher
Daniel Douglas Blizel
Robert Winfield Boileau
Sarah Elizabeth Boone
Audrey Amanda Brooks
Jessica Guadalupe
Burgos Pimentel
Ryan Joseph Burke
Ulejmi Buyan
Julia Britton Caadium
Alex Steven Carey
Moira Siobhan Chase
Nashelly Chavez Hernandez
Clay Joseph Couchaine
Anastasia Yvette Crespo
Juno Crown
Julia Rose Dante
Rosela Alejandra Delgado
Stuti Deodhar
Izabelle Lizette Dublin
James Quy Duong
Priscilla Dunan
Eric Corpuz Eroles
Alycia Maria Escobedo
Diana Dorothy Espinoza
Sandra Farias Rivas
Jennifer Marie Fassbender

Sameen Fatemi
Lindsay Elizabeth Ferriss
Eunice Figueroa
Carly Marie Fisher
Ross Payne Forman
Taylor Lee Freeman
Melia Nicole Gabriel
Leticia Mariana Galarza
Maya Verónica Galicia-Canto
Nancy Angelica García
Calla Jane Gilligan
Irvin Guan
Idabelle Lissette
Gutierrrez Carreto
Sarah Marie Guzzardo
Erica Stacey Hammill
Lauren Nicole Hayano
Len Haynes
Chun Yuan He
Joseph Easterlin Henley
Ligia Saraí Hernandez
Ariel Marie Hevesi
Nash Richard Holcomb
Benjamin Randolph Holliday
Tomoko Honda
Amanda Chardonnay Hutchins
Taylor Rae Ingram
Daniela Jazo Diaz
Yumeng Jiang
Catherine Cecelia Kaether
Laurianny Alyse Lamoreaux
Jin Young Lee
Karen Nara Lee
Jennifer Rose Lewis
Mildred Duanyi Li
Lucas J Little
Vincent John Charles Lofranco
Estephan Francisco Lopez
Sandra Ly
Paulynne Sunga Macaspac
Josie Jane Maitlen
Jasmin Lucia Martinez
Maxmillian Andrew McClure
Melissa Ruthann McElhose
Magdalene Grace Medofer
Dashiell Anthony Menard
Max Zachary Miller
Nicolas Andrew McElroy
Taylor Brook Swaty
Melissa Nicole Wan
Nicholas John Anthony
Karen Joy Tisdale
Daniel Douglas Blizel
Natalia Catheryn Nealon
Anh Thanh Nguyen
An Thien Nguyen
Sukanda O'Donnell
Daniele Andrade O'Grady
Charlotte Elizabeth Ohrbom
Makenna Margaret Olson
Hiromi Esmeralda
Ortega Roque
Daniel Craig Paddock
Jamie Louise Florence
Pannozzo
Elizabeth Ann Ponzini
Shelby Dean Pujol
Emilia Juliette Raddatz
Lindsey Michelle Ragas
Porfirio Gilbert Rangel
Rhia Farrah T. Reboredo
Shana Zenebech Rehm
Oxívia Louise Richards

No entries available for this section.

Ivan Rios Galeana
Sabine Nicole Roidmaier
Danica Pacho Ronquillo
Danielle Lynette Royston
Verónica Acosta Rueda
Sara Miel Saavedra
Chamandee Kaur Saini
Una Shekhar Sakhalkar
Atzin Carmen Sanchez
Astari Pinasthika Sarosa
Victoria-Merinda Schmid
Jack Paris Seltzer
Andrew Clayton Serrano
Karina Josephine Seward
Rooa Shaer
Emily Shangkuan
Jasmin Sierra
Stephanie Nicole Skidmore
Christopher Alan Sturken
Melissa Marie Sutton-Dement
Taylor Brook Swaty
Hideki Takahashi
David Guzman Topete
Amy Tran
William Yu Tsang
Angeline Alexa Arnobit
Ubaldo

No entries available for this section.

Natalia Catheryn Nealon
Anh Thanh Nguyen
An Thien Nguyen
Sukanda O’Donnell
Daniele Andrade O’Grady
Charlotte Elizabeth Ohrbom
Makenna Margaret Olson
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Ortega Roque
Daniel Craig Paddock
Jamie Louise Florence
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Astari Pinasthika Sarosa
Victoria-Merinda Schmid
Jack Paris Seltzer
Andrew Clayton Serrano
Karina Josephine Seward
Rooa Shaer
Emily Shangkuan
Jasmin Sierra
Stephanie Nicole Skidmore
Christopher Alan Sturken
Melissa Marie Sutton-Dement
Taylor Brook Swaty
Hideki Takahashi
David Guzman Topete
Amy Tran
William Yu Tsang
Angeline Alexa Arnobit
Ubaldo

No entries available for this section.

Natalia Catheryn Nealon
Anh Thanh Nguyen
An Thien Nguyen
Sukanda O’Donnell
Daniele Andrade O’Grady
Charlotte Elizabeth Ohrbom
Makenna Margaret Olson
Hiromi Esmeralda
Ortega Roque
Daniel Craig Paddock
Jamie Louise Florence
Pannozzo
Elizabeth Ann Ponzini
Shelby Dean Pujol
Emilia Juliette Raddatz
Lindsey Michelle Ragas
Porfirio Gilbert Rangel
Rhia Farrah T. Reboredo
Shana Zenebech Rehm
Oxívia Louise Richards

No entries available for this section.

Ivan Rios Galeana
Sabine Nicole Roidmaier
Danica Pacho Ronquillo
Danielle Lynette Royston
Verónica Acosta Rueda
Sara Miel Saavedra
Chamandee Kaur Saini
Una Shekhar Sakhalkar
Atzin Carmen Sanchez
Astari Pinasthika Sarosa
Victoria-Merinda Schmid
Jack Paris Seltzer
Andrew Clayton Serrano
Karina Josephine Seward
Rooa Shaer
Emily Shangkuan
Jasmin Sierra
Stephanie Nicole Skidmore
Christopher Alan Sturken
Melissa Marie Sutton-Dement
Taylor Brook Swaty
Hideki Takahashi
David Guzman Topete
Amy Tran
William Yu Tsang
Angeline Alexa Arnobit
Ubaldo

No entries available for this section.

Natalia Catheryn Nealon
Anh Thanh Nguyen
An Thien Nguyen
Sukanda O’Donnell
Daniele Andrade O’Grady
Charlotte Elizabeth Ohrbom
Makenna Margaret Olson
Hiromi Esmeralda
Ortega Roque
Daniel Craig Paddock
Jamie Louise Florence
Pannozzo
Elizabeth Ann Ponzini
Shelby Dean Pujol
Emilia Juliette Raddatz
Lindsey Michelle Ragas
Porfirio Gilbert Rangel
Rhia Farrah T. Reboredo
Shana Zenebech Rehm
Oxívia Louise Richards

No entries available for this section.
Kristell Celeste Canelo
Cesar Humberto Campos
Timothy James Campbell
Caitlin Alana Burke
Melanie Ruth Bunac
Brandon Jeremy Buensuceso
Taylor Nicole Brownlee
Alex William Brownlee
Betsy Christine Bridges
Yannick Bretschneider
Meghan Camille Brabant
Christina H. Boyle
Mikael Renee Boyer
Brittany Jane Bowman
Ashley Nichole Bowen
Gisele Diane Boriolo
Alinna Boonklun
Niki Bodemann
Delilah B. Bisase
Lidia Bermudez
Emily Anne Benson
Remy Bendimerad
Adam
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George Joseph Swing
Zachary Morse Tafoya
Marco Isaías Tapiz
Amelia Charlene Terkeurst
Janine Judith Terra
Juliet Athena Terry
Michael Andrew Thomas
Paige Nicole Thornton
Brittany Leann Thrall
Maryjo Ubamos
Perry Udomwathanaphorn
Lupita Montserrat
Uribe Hernandez
Rupak Narayan Van Cleave
Peter Kevin Van Valkenburgh
Eric William Veach
Hailey Jo Yetterlein
Nissa-Belle Vidal
Sarai Villarreal
Jim Vines
Vu Hong Vuong
Britney Joyce Weathers
Julia Elisabeth Wenzel
Amanda Grace Weston
Peris Williams
Ryan Scott Williams
Adrian Wong
Austin William Wong
Saraswati Siu Lam Wong
Sze Ying Selena Woo
Quinncie Sadé Woods
Jacquelyn Zenobia Wu
Amy Masako Yamauchi
Chanel Monique Yates
Eva Ye
Julie Yip
Yui Yoshrike
Wing Chun Kimberley Yu
Katelyn Kimiko Yuki
Jacob Ryan Zeleznick
Jia Min Zhen
Carmen Zhou
Minyi Zhou

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

BACHELOR of ARTS

Theresa Claire Aballa
Diana Rose Guevara Abella
Engelbert Canga Abellana
Maria Magdalena Abreu
Denyce Anne Licudine Abrigo
Dior Gizelle Acevedo
Edwin Kenny Acosta
John Acuchi
Dalila Tekyama Adofo
Dominic Joseph Adorno
Robin Adelle Ady
Sara Nicole Aegeerter Price
Marjorie Castro Alfara
Alyssa Michelle Aguilar
Antonio Leonardo Aguilar
Carlos Alfredo Aguilar
Eric Aguilar
Abigail Pascua Agustin
Nicklaus Kawika Yamashige
Ah Quin
Summer Nadia Ahmed
Kshiti Ahuja
Mona Ayed
Pezhham Akhavass
Lourdes Evangelina Alarcon
Wafa M. Alazeh
Gabriela Alcantar
Bassel Yahya Aldabanyani
Jessica Aldama
David Josue Alegria
Samuel Dean Alipate
Sheena Alizadeh
Sharon Massiel Alkon Ramos
Emma Grace Alkhan
Majid Khalid Almazrooei
Abdulaziz Ali Almohsen
Anna Rosa Alonzo
Diann Carla Mora Altarese
Antonio James Alberi-D’Alo
Gabriel Stewart Altmann-Bradley
Nile Torres Alvarado
Stephanie Alvarado
Alfonso Alvarez
Bernadette Alvarez
Jennifer Nicole Alvarez
Faye Elise Alvin
Hector Jesus Amaya
Kassandra Crystal Amaya
Kadar Amek
Leesa Nguyen Amodo
Nicole Gascon Amyx
Michael Kwang-Ii An
Nicole Margaret Anasastas
Maria Victoria Portillo Angcheta
Danielle Nicole Anderson
Elyse June Anderson
Kyle Edward Anderson
Mary Beth Anderson
Nikey Buford Andino
Lisa Cerise Andrews
Francisco Antonio Anduah
Viridiana Angel
Bernadette Mendoza Angeles
Daniella Leilani Antalek
Celeste Antunez
Konstantine Haralambos
Apostolopoulos
Aaron Michael Apple
Darcy Maciel Aragon
Edwin Alejandro Arango
David Alexander Arce
Taylor Nicole Arceo
Laura G. Arellano
Erie Mie Argamaso
Bianca Nicole D. Arguelles
Kristin Ashley Armfield
Paola Arzate
Kyla Marie Ashbell
Alayet Teka Ashaw
Ryan Kenji Ashizawa
Yuriko Aso
Evin Kimiko Atherton
Miguel Angel Avalos
Frank Avelar
Shadonna Renee Avery
Benjamin Joseph Avila-Lozano
Braiden James Ayub
Jacqueline Nihad Ayyoub
Bisama Bag
Caryn Elizabeth Bailey
Steven Bailey
Samantha Lee Baker
Brigette Therese Aragon
Balagot
Stephanie J. Baldwin
Jacob Christian Ball
Ashley Maine Dorothy Bangle
Aftab M. Banth
Karina Banuelos
Mehmet Hursit Baran
Jason Aaron Barnes
Marlene Barragan
Michelle Barragan
Noel Christopher Barrantes
Patricia Alis Barraza-Sunic
Abraham Rodriguez Barrera
Edna Barsegian
Mackenzie Cathrine Bart
Shone Wilson Barton
Steven Alexander Bates
Kento Alfredo Batista
Elizabeth Ann Battle-Kilner
Gina Marie Batz
Courtney Gwenshy Bauerschii
Matthew George
Bauer-Domurat
Jeanne Elise Bautista
Dana Kathleen Bayly
Marisa Marie Bazan
Hector Jesus Becerra
Eric Christopher Beck
Fatimah Omer Behi
Chloe Elizabeth Behm
Julia Renee Beitel
Rafik Belhociene
Markese Bell
Hugo S. Beltran
Estrella J. Benavides
Kayla Pascual Benito
Roquel Natalina Benjamin
Sarah M. Benker
Latoya Bellinda Bennett
Baelaya Berendsen
Jason Keoni Beresini
Dylan Miguel Bergersen
Abigail Corinne Kay Bergman
Matthew William Berkley
Dormina Marie Bermudez
Robert Anthony Bermudez
Darian Berry
Jessica Elizabeth-Ashley
Berrysessa
Vanessa Bertollo
Raquel Pinlac Bertumen
Jonathan Alexander
Betterly-Kohn
Victoria Augustine Beverly
Navpreet Kaur Bhele
Taylor A. Bickel
Patrick Nils Biddle
Robert James Biggerstaff
Samantha Nicole Binley
Amber Marie Birdwell
Elizabeth R. Blackwell
Michaela Shea Blagg
Adam Charles Bledsoe
Megan Bogni-Rodriguez
Gabrielle Acosta Diane
Bogoshian
Kyras Christian Bohnett
Sophia Camille Boissevain
Erika Victoria Bojnowski
Dama Diyanah Boliki
Heidi Lorena Pereira Bonilla
Monica Renee Bonilla
Ronald Alejandro Bonilla
Geo Christopher Boorars
Steven Matthew Bosby
Keith Steven Bowers
Annalise Celeste Boydston
Audrey Elizabeth Boyer
Patrick K. Boyle
James Cody Bradley
Austin Jared Brady
Rose Mary Brancatelli
Lindsay Sara Brand
Madeline Lee Braun
Joshua Timothy Braze
Justin Montgomery Breitter
Natalie D. Brice
Caitlin Marie Bridgeman
Courtnée Juanita Briggs
Alex Cesar Bringas
Tiffany Denise Bro
Keaton Clark Brooks
Cherise Nicole Brown
Hannah Leigh Brown
Isaac Joshua Brown
Lisa Marie Brown
Rory Joseph Brown
Sharon Ashley Brown
Ashlea Elizabeth Bruce
Siena Marie Buccigrossi
Shantel Nicole Buford
An Ha Bui
Zara Bzharkhi
Megan Deguzman Bumagat
Bea Isabela P Bundang
Jackson Warren Burgart
Alexandra Burgos
Gerardo Mauricio
Burgos Henriquez
Shelby Mara Burner
Rachel Marie Burns
Megan Leslie Bush
Martin Peter Bustamante
Alicia Noreen Butler
Chloe Anne Caba
Mary Grace Sarmiento-Cabangal
Jesus Pedro Cabrera
Joanna Serrano Cabrera
Tamara Lynn Cabrera
Jennifer Rose Calara
Ana Silvia Calderon
Melissa Adriana Calderon
Steven Noel Calderon
Evangelina Calderon-Arteaga
Morgan Cynthia Calhoun
Marco Antonio Caliz
Jorge Miguel Callado
Jenny Cam
Audry Jovonna Camacho
Frankie Larissa Camacho
Alexandra Danielle Camitses
Reid Lindley Cammack
Erika Jean Campos
David E. Canales
Ana Noemi Canenguez
Alyssa Lynn Canfield
Yael Aketali Cano-Gonzalez
Haimin Cao
Kelsea Anita Carbajal
Patricia Carbajal
Kaylie Marie Card
Anthony Romero Cardenas
Geaulz Monserrat Cardenas
Nora Cardona
Christian C. Carlos
Jose Alejandro Carlos Gallegos
Joseph David Caron
Gabriela Carreno
Ericka Martika Carreon
Victor Lee Montgomery Carson
Agustina Teresa
Cartagena-McLean
Shannon Niccole Cartwright
Samuel Paul Castellvi
Ashley Castillo
Danielle Natalie Castillo
Sharol Castillo
David Castro
Denise Elizabeth Castro
Jocelyne Castro
Nicole Elaine Santos Castro
Deborah Raquel Castro Páez
Krista Barrios Cavestany
Lauren Michelle Cech
Jose Raul Ceja Lopez
Christian Luhi Ceron
Albert Alfonso Cervantes
Edith Adriana Cervantes
Leticia Cervantes
Matthew Royce Chacon
William Lewis Chadwick
Lydia Rebecca Chain
Chelsea Elizabeth Chalhoub
Jermy Daniel Chamo
Joshua Daniel Chamo
Aries C. Chan
Bianca Chan
Edmond P Chan
Jesse Lewis Chan
Joyce Chan
Tammy Chan
Tsz Leong Chan
Christopher Frank Chandler
Jonathan Alan Chaney
Deborah Chang
Dennis Kevin Chang
Kelly Chang
Nick Alexander Chang
Victoria Yeaharn Chang
Nia Rose Chappell
Naemah Adeboa Charles
Thien Van Truong Chau
Alexander De Jesus Chavarria
Esau Raul Chavarria
Cristine Chavez
Lauran Estelle Chavez
Richard Darrel Chavez
Stephanie Victoria Chavez
Leonardo Ruben Chavez Rivas
Genesis Chavez-Caro
Hailie Lillian Chavis
Emily Anne Chavous
Gurinder Singh Cheena
Joanne Chen
Kevin Hua Chen
Shao Jin Chen
Ting Chen
Xianjing Chen
Yan Chen
Emily Cheng
Esu Eva Cheng
Harrison Cheung
Karen Jia Ling Cheung
Leon Hao Chiang
Samantha Abbott Chin
Alexander Edward Ching
Jonathan Matthew Chiu
Tyrone Singh Chouhan
Elizabeth Chow
Victoria Chow
Rachel Sue Christenson
Gordon Tien Chu
Michelle Chu Yon
Julianne Chuanrong
Timothy Michael Chun
Eric Chung
Krystalyn Maonyda Chuon
May Nicole Church
Katie Ann Churchill
Jaclyn Nicole Clark
Quinn Coats-Fitzhugh
Tyler Preston Cobb
Michael Joseph Coe
Edmund Davis Cogswell
Cristina Tatiana Colindres
Paige Lorraine Collins
Shane Diego Ernesto Colombo
Michael Daniel Combs
Christina Rose Faith Comic
Maxwell Kennis Compton
Peter Michael Compton
Janine Rea Conpection
Miguel Angel Conde
Anarri Desiree Contreras
Christopher David Conteras
Hilaria Guadalupe Conteras
Lorena Rosalisa Contreras
Valtiera Janee Cook
Amanda Rose Cord
Simone Alexandra Cordeiro
Natalie Ann Cordova
Stephen Phillip Cordova
Grecia Isel Corleto
Samantha Maria
Coronel Rosales
Susana Correa
Mariel Nicole Cortes
Julia M Cortes Rodriguez
Ashley-Nicole Cortez
Earl Ryan Cortez
Edda Maria Cortez
Sergio Ivan Cortez
Joemarlin Custodio Cotter
Kayla Ann Coufal
Tiffany Ellen Couto
Riley Joseph Cox
Irene Denise Castro Coyco
D'Mari Tishauna Crenshaw
Nicole Brittanay Croce-Cullins
Alessis Shanise Cross
James Richard Cross
Samuel Hayden Crossley
Nathan James Crowe
Andrew Daniel Cruz
Arianna Danielle Cruz
Eriin Rose Mendoza Cruz
Michael Brian Cruz
Silvia Lorena Cruz
Noe Cruz Garcia
Ricardo Andre Cucalon
Jeanette Margaret Cuevas
Anthony Jerome Solomon
Cuison
Alexandra Madison Custer
Lauren Elizabeth D'Angelo
Lydia Noelle D'Angelo
Jasmine Hutalla Daccoco
Ashley Anne Dahil
Kelly Marie Dalbeck
Domingo Michael Damian
Tony D. Dang
Maham Mobeen Dar
Annie Dardon
Joseph William Darnell
Aldon Jacob Rosas Datanaga
Jon Stephen Davids
Caitlin Danielle Davies
Kendall Lynn Davis
Nandi Marie Davis
Kush Davé
Thomas Eliazar De Alba
Cynthia Obregon De Anda
Jose Dolores De Anda
Elizabeth De Dios
Chris Robert Sosa De Guzman
Stephanie Lorraine De La Cruz
Kara Natalia De La Paz
Annette S. de la Torre
Ander De Legarga Belastegui
Luisa Consuelo De Leon
Daisy Luz De León
Fernanda Tamagusuku De Lima
Matthew Kenneth De Mello
Mario Noel Numeriano
Cassion De Mira
Elizabeth De Santiago
Natasha Juliette De Valois
James Nicholas Deangelis
Erika Alexandra Decatur
Marissa Katherine Decker
Rachel Decker
Victoria Christy Del Rio
Moni A. Deng
Wilson Kian Kiang Deng
Cheyenne Elizabeth Dennen
Nicholas Ryan Derenzi
Amber Desai
Veronica Esther Espinoza
Fatima Esquivel
Rachel Elizabeth Estrada
Steven Dominic Estrada
Luis Angel Estrada Hernandez
Kelsey Michele Etheredge
Brandon Luther Evans
Morgan Evans
Shelbi Rene Evans
Luke Thomas Evers
Kimberly April Fabrizi
Lody Awaed Faddoul
Christopher Alexander Fagioli
Naheed Fakhri
Michael Patrick Falzone
Juanita Juliette Fama
Jennifer Fan
Danybell Farhadnikcheh
Krishna-Marie Garvija Farol
Kilian James Farrell-Alvarado
Nicholas James Faust
Josephine B. Favre
Jesse Matthew Fenn
Allison Margaret Ferlazzo
Christina Marie Fernandez
David Fernandez
Kristine Camille Fernandez
Nathan Able Fernandez
Roxana Fierro
Alejandro Arroyo Figueroa
Antoinette Christina Figueroa
Candy Filippini
Kathleen Elizabeth Finnerty
Camille Auyong Fisher
Andrew David Flhor
Whitney Alina Floratos
Alicia Elizabeth Flores
Joshua Michael Flores
Marcia Lisbeth Flores
Paul Michael Flores
Tanya Alejandroina Flores
Cristina Gabriela
Flores Jimenez
Sandra Elizabeth Flores Lopez
Michelle Zylem Flores Pulido
Jose Luis Flores-Lopez
Marissa Renee Flores-Ruiz
Kayla M. Florio
Stephanie Michelle Folgar
Natalie Nicole Folling
Sean Wesley Followill
Lawrence Guy Folsom
Hung Chun Fong
Jennifer Amy Fong
Rebecca Olivia Fong
Shun Lam Fong
Hully Fonseca
Monica Fontaine
Alisha L. Ford
Clarissa Denise Ford
Olivia Alexis Foster
Claye Mitchell Fowler
Samuel Joseph-Karl Fox
Tatiana Antoinette Fox
Nestor Gabriel Fragoso
Alesia Jasmine Francis
James Lino Francisco
Adriana J. Franco
Celeste Jacqueline
Franco-Molina
Deijihanique Jenay Franklin
Virgina Ann Frederick
Emily Frias
Kelley Ann Friedlander
Franklin Jon-Isaac Berryman
Frykberg
Francis Brian Fuentes
Marcelo Andres Fuentes
Eri Funada
Siu Wang Fung
Masaki Furutani
Christopher Ryan Gaglione
Alyssa Galarce
Amanda Marie Galindo
Noelle Patricia Gallagher
Brittany Ann Gallagher
Oscar Gallegos
Bernadette Dalupang Galutera
Moises Gonzalo
Gamarra Monteverde
Juan Gamboa III
Oscar Rochin Gamez
Kendric Tsubasa Ganeko
Abigail Ruth Garcia
Anissa Nicole Garcia
Claudia Garcia
Ian Amado Garcia
Jennifer Melissa Garcia
Rex J. Garcia
Jessica Elizabeth Garcia
Kelene Allison Garcia
Michael Angelo Garcia
Philip James Garcia
Sophia Marie Garcia
Roshana Amylo Garcia Urzua
Jacinthe Garcia-Martinez
Amanda Crystal Gardner
Nicole Lynne Garrits
Gabriela B. Garcia
Melissa Jean Garrett
Alina Elizabeth Song Garrido
Eric Matthew Gasmin
Alexis Marie Gast
Nicolle Marie Gauthier
Eva Gaye
Meira Megan Gebel
Sose Gegamyen
Christopher Stephen Gehlbach
Jordan Luke Genack
Danielle Nicole Genevra
Mia Mekelle Gentry
Nasim Ghanaadam
Yasmeen Ayman Ghareeb
Amir Ghassemian
Eziza Awni Gheit
Taylor Gabriel Giffen
Alysha Rose Gilman
Devyn Renee Gilman
Savanah Elyse Gilman
Michael Hart Glasmacher
Robert Erhard Glatzel
Meghan Elizabeth Goble
Paige Oneita Godrich
Matthew Jack Gold
Ethan Andrew Goldman
Kayla Dorian Golub
Emilio Mandela Gomez
Evelyn Yamileth Gomez
Hugo Mauricio Gomez
Jacqueline H. Gomez
Jilina Gomez
Jose Ando Gomez
Jose Abraham Gomez
Marita Gomez
Rosean Alps Gomez
Maria Gabriela Gomez-Alvarez
Ashley Lauren Gonzales
Rhyan Kristine Gonsalves
Audrianna Rae Gonzales
Cecilia Gonzalez
Erika Dinora Gonzalez
Genesys Gonzalez
Jocelyn Asseneth Gonzalez
Marjorie De Fatima Gonzalez
Nicholas Alexander Gonzalez
Susie Gonzalez
Carla Viviana Gonzalez Lopez
Itza Cristiana Gonzalez Soza
Gabriela Gonzalez-Vargas
Ashley Vanessa Gonzali
Gregory Bennett Gordon
Aldrine Jhasaret
Gorostieta Aguirre
Parand Melody Gougerchian
Sandridha Govender
Lionel Lowe-Eugene Gowans
Allyson Mike Graber
Brian Michael Grabianowski
Sochie Leisha Graham
Justin Jessue Granados
Danielle Nicole Grant
Sydine Dorothy Greenwood
Chelsea Kay Griffith
Ariana Danielle Grob
Charlene Joy Guadiz
Yinggi Guan
Jennifer Lisbeth Gudiel
Illiyas A. Kohgadai
Kimia Kojouri
Esra Koksal
Mallory Ann Kolb
Nicole Kalani Koshiyama
Bridget Lynn Kovalski
Timothy Edis Kranzthor
Joshika Judith Kumari
Reza Kevin Kurniawan
Ayako Amy Kutsuzawa
Lena Marie Kwang
Alexander Chi-Kong Kwok
Jennifer Lin Kwong
Ruby R. Kwong
Graciela Labra
Jahil Timothy Lacaze-Wharton
Nikki Sharron Lacy
Chandler Michael Lafee
Kelly Janice Lafleur
Joseph Andrew Lafort
Steven Ross Lagosh
Jonathan Thomas Lahti
Lelouch Chin Wang Lam
Sofia Lam
Amanda Rose Lamb
Raphaela Landestoy
Colby Claire Landry
Ryan Colby Langston
Danielle Nicole Lapshinoff
Christopher Robert Lara
Rodolfi Lara Montes
Ingrid Lissette Lara Rivera
Julie Rae Larson
Jessica Teal Lauser
Britne Chanel Lavergne
Rebecca Anne Lawson Seifert
Gabriel David Lazard
Lemai Duke Le
Selina Le
Victory Nguyen Le
Elmer Adan Ledesma Castro
Benjamin D. Lee
Elmer Adan Ledesma Castro
Rachel Pattie Leavy
Kelsey Katherine Lester
Victoria Francis Lethco
Sandy Leung
Fred M. Levin
Victor Lew
Katie Marie Lewellyn
Pawel Lewicki
Myeeka Lewis
Abigail Leyva
Gabriela Leyva Ayala
Abby Bo Yen Li
Geng Ted Li
Hanzhe Li
Luhua Li
Niklas Lilja Li
Pak Kit Li
Serena Li
Bishan Liang
Li Ping Liang
Andrea Rose Lightfoot
Lisa Shinako Liles
Christian Lim
Michael S. Lin
Andrés Lin Fan
Jamie Lee Linares
Joann Angelica Linares
Justin Andrew Linares
Jacqueline Lee Lindsley
Brady Stewart Link
Ryan Andrew Linn
Priscilla Estephania Little
Hannah Liu
Jialing Liu
Lisa Liu
Meixin Liu
Veronica Liu
Bruno J. Llerena Orihuela
Calvin Andrew Lloyd
Adrienne Lo
Dylan Robson Lockey
Diego Loera
Yaro J. Lola
Megan Marie Lombardi
Griffin Reed Longstreet
Elisa Mayer Loop
Andrew Christopher Lopez
Annelisse Lopez
Bernadette Aima Lopez
Cesar Ramon Lopez
Edgardo Lopez
Jennifer L. Lopez
Jose Manuel Lopez
Marina Solei Lopez
Michelle Janette Lopez
Olivia M. Lopez
Sergio Lopez
Mariela Lopez Gutierrez
Lizeth Lopez Martinez
William Carl Lorand
Gerardo Lorenzo
Montanah L. Lovelace
Erin Annette Low
Steven Lu
Sara Rachel Lucas
Stephanie Alexandrina Lucas
Anton Salar Luchtel
Samantha Renee Ludwig
Rowena Betty Luís
Danhong Luo
Tian Luo
Elliot Freeman Lupin
Louis Lurati
Jessica Lauren Luty
Fanny Luu
Raymond Luu
Alexander William Lynn
Joeypenelope Ma
Qi Wen Emily Ma
Bavaneeet Kaur Maan
Mara Nicole Mabugat
Sean Matthew Barsana Mac Náb
Nadine Ciara Tan Macaraeg
Sarah Gayle Macdonald
Victoria Mumba Mace
Todd Stephen Macgowan
Alma Delia Machuca
Veronica Alicia Macias
Anthony Lavelle Mack
Travis Lloyd Mackin
Shawn Andrew Madayag
Santiago Blue Madden
Denise Madrid
Alejandra Madrigal-Juarez
Nicolas Madrigal-Yankowski
Delfina Madriz
Vera Amanda Madriz
Yazmin Madriz
Peter Jay Maero
Allison Jordan Maeyama
Danielle Cristine Magana
Gary Thomas Magill
Bailey Loren Magos
Erica Naomi Majan Morino
Emily Mak
Samuel Tık Mak
Stephanie Michelle Maldonado
Francesca Alessandra Amora Malig
Nicole Marie Perey Maligaya
Soha Malik
Megan Elizabeth Maloch
Christine Grace Maltez
Kristine Nicole Mammari
Sami Tamer Mamou
Lauren Nicole Manar
Hannah Lynn Maniscalco
Marissa Sarah Manson
Kristin Ann Merete Manzano
Austin Elaine Marean
Michael Taylor Marent
Sonia Mares
Anacarmina Villasica
Mariategue
Rut Elizabeth Marin
Elena Mariscal
Ramses Mariscal
Bennett Jaci Markoe
Daniel Seth Markowitz
Travis Dean Marks
Daniela S. Marquez
Jenine Carmela Marquez
Karina Marquez
Mayra Marquez
Elizabeth Marroquin
Lindsey Nicole Marsh
Melina Vida Martell
Ariana Elizabeth Martin
Diana Rochelle Martin
Fiona Alexandra Steele Martin
Shelby Leigh Martin
Grégoire Jacques Martinez
Rose Helen Martinez
Antonio David Martinez
David Anthony Martinez
Emmerline Martinez
Jennifer Cunha Martinez
Joann Michelle Martinez
Morgan Kathryn Martinez
Nicholas Gray Martinez
Sara Brittni Martinez
Gabriela Guadalupe
Martinez Pocasangre
Nicol Martinez Vasquez
Etsil L. Martinez-Arnold
Anissa Noelle
Martinez-Olivares
Nicolás Gonzáles Martino
Karina Noemi Martino-Romo
Karla Martinez-Cuellar
Mikihito Murayama
Saman Mashayekhi
Wilbert Tom Mason
Shigeaki Masuda
Lionel Alberto Mateo Rivas
Heather M. Matheson
Beau Anthony Mathews
Sean Michael Matos
Raul Matute
Tiana Mae Maxwell
Kaitlyn Jayne May
A. Jonathan Mayoral
Clelia Veronica Mayorga
Thamer Najeeb Mazbar
Krystal Nicole McAren
Christian Neil McArdle-Hankin
Brittney Elizabeth McCall
Jarek Alexander McClay
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DeShaun Myron McCoy
James Michael McCue
Brenna Cerise McDowell
Cary Andrew McFarlan
Kaitlin Allyn McGee
Sean Allen McGrer
Nicole Haylie McKeon
Erin Mae McLaughlin
Ciara Elizabeth McMellor
Jocelyn Alyssa
McMahon-Babalas
Paul William Meadow
Lisa Ann Mears
Charlotte Medina
Natalia Alejandra
Medina-Lemus
Bin Hua Mei
Andrea Lucia Mejia
Emmanuel Jose Mejia
Jessica Mejia
Jessica Brenda Mejia
Jessica Ivette Mejia
Lisette Marie Mejia
Marbella Mejia
Mitchel St. John Mejia
Gilberto A. Mejia Ayala
Natalia Sofia Melendez
Sophia Jacqueline
Melendez Orozco
Shalila Jo/Mar Melvin
Cassandra Maria Mena-Bell
Brenda Mendes De Souza
Maci Anne Menden
Omer Nicole Mende
Sarah Marie Mendivil-Smith
Edgar Mendoza
Jasmine Raquel Mootry
Brittany Alex Mon
c
John Hesler Moreno
Morgan Elizabeth Moreno
Jeremy Edward Morgan
Julia Vladimirova Morozova
Gloria Gabrielle Morris
Ashenah Mose
Brooke Alicia Moutrie
Alex Robert Munch
Mason Edward Mullany
Lucas Matthew Mullen
Mary Jo Mullin
Menilek Raul Mulugeta
Salamawit Mulugeta
Brandy Nicole Muniz
Jessica Elena Munoz
Karen Ines Munoz
Kyle Toru Murakoshi
Liliana Jaquelin Murtia
Kimberly Vallejo Murillo
Angelina-Rossa Jongoleski
Murphy
Kourtney Ann Murphy
Tessa Roxann Murphy
Genelle Joi Murray
Jordan Alexandra Murray
Asani Monet Myers
Ruby Than Myint
Tsukasa Nagai
Emily Sachi Nakamura
Cassidy Francis Scott
Napolitano
Marysol Navarro
Rachel Michelle Navarro
Wendy Navarro
Summaya Nazari
Anna Alexandrovna Nazarova
Helen W. Neeley
Jose Martin Negrete
Nathan David Nelson
Jessica Denali Turey Nemer
Lauren Helene Neuroth
Katherine Paola Newman
Adora Chung-Yee Ng
Elaine Vuong Ng
Cassandra Thanh Ngo
Tu An Selina Ngo
Andrew Trung Nguyen
Andy Nguyen
Chris Nguyen
Christine Nguyen
Ericsson Van Nguyen
Jay Vinh Nguyen
Hai Vu Nguyen
Tanya Hoang Nguyen
Thinh Quoc Nguyen
Trang Thi Nguyen
Jessica Marie Nicerio
Calvin Edward Nicholls
Mary Katherine
Nicholson-White
Sonia Isabelle Nickles
Natalia Nikolayeva
Lara Mae Escobillo
Keefe Patrick Northland
Samuel August Norton
Mikayla Marie Norwick
Ryan Tracy Novak
Alfred Felix Noza
Andrea Teresa Nunez
Marc Anthony Nunez
Emma Alys Nystedt
Sonja Nzingo
David Michael O'Sullivan
Benjamin Mayer O'Dell
Oliver James O'Haver
Rossmery Lisset-Granados
Oakes
Michael Scott Oberst
Aiza Robles Olepias
Diana Marcela Ocon
Rachel Lani Odenweller
Claire Ogden
Momoko Ogino
Chika Ohata
Tsubasa Steven Ohkawa
Isabella Ohlmeyer
Yuka Okada
Simon Peter Olguin
Samuel Tyler Olin-Jarvis
Katherine Sophia Oliwera
Jeffrey Michael Olivero
Jordan William Olling
Agustín Alejandro Olmedo
Al-Sadiq Atibola Olowo
Vonica S. On
Stephanie Marie Onorato
Christopher Orellana
Ruben Orona
Kevin Jose Orozco
Jennifer Ortega
Romina Ortega
Maxo Rogelio Ortiz
Mark Eliot Osborne
Taryn Nicole Osborne
Tatiana Kristine
Oseberg-Smith
Natalia Marie Osmdoff
Sopha Christine Ostio
Kelly Marie Ostello
Stephanie Lilith Osuna
Naomi Rachel Outlaw
Oluwafumilayo Rosalyn
Oyenuga
Rebecca Katherine Pace
Jose Angel Padilla
Nicholas George Padilla
Jose Javier Padilla Reyes
Geovanni Padilla Urias
Nicholas Lawrence Padovese
Eve Morgan Page
Lauren Ashley Page
Madison Leigh Page
Pirim Alex Pasion
Leoncio Efrain Palacios
Helen Melissa Palma
Jorge Stayner Palma Zepeda
Ignacio Palma-Vasquez
Dori Anne Palmer
Sarah Elizabeth Palmer
Alexandra Taylor Palomino
Stephanie Pang
Diana Panich
Siouleolei Faalelei Paogofie
William Valentin Papadin
James Matthew Paquette
Ivan Alejandro Paquat-Zavala
Rudy Eduardo Paredes
Mayank Parekh
Kayla Victoria Parker
Josefina Parra
Phillip Cameron Pascoe
Diana Christina Passarelli
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carissa Kanak Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heena Hitendra Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Paul Pattee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elan Nia Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachery John Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles David Paulson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Cecilia Pavon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabiola Payan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugyn Monique Paynay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Love Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Irene Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Taylor Pegueros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Bayani Pelas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher James Pellissier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Esther Peña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava Peng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Eugene Penn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Benjamin Peri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Ann Peralta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Luisa Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Leticia Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marin Andrew Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritsi Coss Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serafin Jose Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergio Gabriel Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deysi G Perez Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Waldemar Perez Isidro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritza Perez Leon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Abraham Perez Orozco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Ginetta Perini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Luis Perla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Danielle Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Marie Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabina Pesoshina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Stephen Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williel Lorenzo Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan William Petrasss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Michael Petty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Nicole Petty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Sofia Peugnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca M. Pezo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan K. Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quoc Nguyen Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Roosevelt Phelps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Thomas Phillip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Michelle Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Patricia Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Nicholas Phu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Phung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarzyna Maria Pierog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Shannon Pilgrim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Joseph Piller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Hugo Pimienta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Damariz Pineda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Getsemari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineda Quinones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Renee Pinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Enrique Pintor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ann Pixcar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Pizano Ehrig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose A. Plasencia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Alana Pohl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Narcis Pohle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina Anna Polcar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irvin Poon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marwa Popal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasili Poplavskii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel E. Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Marilu Portillo Benitez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Posey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Nataniel David Pourian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Lys Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Nolan Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Marie Powell Frasco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Michelle Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Lyn Powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ace Francis Rodriguez Prado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krystle Priya Prasad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro Preciado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Julia Prentiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Rose Preston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Marie Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrei Prisecar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans-Christian Alexander Probst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Proteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Simote Pulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arzo Gayomui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Garcia Quale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan K.D. Quan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Michael Quiatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby Stephen Quinlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinthya Quintero-Cervantes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julisa N. Quiroz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Renee Rachal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdrah Renee Racine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simone Noel Radliff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Rafalaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myleen Rentegrado Ragasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravneet Kaur Rai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Raiz-Anaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felipe Jesus Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Adrian Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Edel Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Aracely Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Estefania Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Raul Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Alexander Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Ramirez-Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Gail Dioso Ramiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raeanne Aquino Ramos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Lizelle Ramsamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgen Frances Ramsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ramírez Sanabria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callie Irene Ranahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Lewis Randall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Piedad Rangel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belen Mylee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangelbohan-Steen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fadi Dawud Rantis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxann Dey Raphael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota Nicole Rausa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Alysse Raymundo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Hope Reames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Stevens Reardon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Recht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Caden Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Ann Reeves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Mathew Rene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Frederick Reuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juwan Jahlen LeBeau Reultita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Guadalupe Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Jessica Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Andrew Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marielle Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter D. Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmin Consuelo Reyes Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katerine Samaria Reyes Zamora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Lee Reynaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasha Marisa Reynolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahram Shahriari Rezazadeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher James Rhine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan C.H. Rhodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Danielle Rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simone Eriette Rickford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasha Helena Rieks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Antone Rilovich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Mauricio Rioja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Beatriz Rivas Jerez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosio Gabriela Rivias-Zavala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Louise Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatriz Grace Romero Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo Gabriel Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelo Alonso Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Johnerme D. Roa Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Nikole Robison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Charles Robitsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Monique Robles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Amada Róbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Marcus Rockwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Lynn Rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Fadrigio Roderos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Alberto Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Karina Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Morales Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Oefelia Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gideon Alexander Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Amanda Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Sandra Garcia Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perla Lizbeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez Santana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio Cesar Rodriguez-Rivas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylada Brenda Roeurth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Alan Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Rojas-Melendez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romelia Rojas-Meraz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Louis Roman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercedes Liubov Roman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Guadalupe Romero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenia Beatriz Romero Salazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arezoo Roohany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Amor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roquiño Madriaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Joseph Rosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melina Elizabeth Rosales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Glenn Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Frances Rosenblum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene Reuben Rotor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladys Emelita Rouz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Russell Rowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanna Leigh Roy-Sarnicola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Bryte Rubier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angie Rubio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilse Daniela Rueda Hernández</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Adan Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Joan Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellie Marie Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Alexandra Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Ann Russi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Love Russam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Yovonne Ruth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Renee Rykert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan Saeacho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanfou Saelee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Marie Saenz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse K Saeteurn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatemeh Safaverdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evin Brianna Salak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bryttan Salas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Elaine Salcedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Nicole Saldana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Salgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrick Salveson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yen Ngoc Sam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lumas San Pedro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric James Sanchagrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Concepcion Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Moreno Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Jose Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio Cesar Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefani L. Sanchez-Chinchilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Sandhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirandeep Kaur Sandhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Marlene Sandoval</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alfred Mitchell Sanedrin
Akama Sansendai
Araceli Liliana Santana
Heder Andy Santana
Charlene Dawna Quiachon
Santiago
Mina Alexandra Santiago
Renniel Jean Reyes Santos
Richard Brian Gundayao
Santos
Tania Santos
Sara Marisol Santos Benitez
Rosa Michelle Santos Payan
Basirah Sardar
Lauren Sardarian
Richard Antonio Sarmiento
Arijang Sassani
Roland Thomas Sayn
Dulce Maria Scarpa
Christopher Louis Scettrini
Scholastica Schatz
Meaghan Krey Schauer
Arianna Sheri May Schill
Christopher Michael Schiro
Josef Alexander Schlomer
Christopher Allen Schoening
Hannah Patricia Schoetz
Matthew Scott Schreiber
Morgen Mackenzie Schroen
Maya Noel Showalter Schubert
Molly Ann Schuster
Crestina Michelle Scolaro
James John Sculthorpe
Christina Emily Sechak
Richard Alexander Segovia
Jessica Maria Self
Justin Ryan Self
Robert Edward Semelsberger
Kimberly Ellen Sentachi
Michael Serna
Stephanie Sevilla
Nicholas John Seyer
Kysa Kuniko Shaffer
Sara Fatima Shaiakh
Natasha Shamo
Kriti Sharma
Jordan Charissa Sharpe
Thomas Peter Fitch Sheehan
Alexander Shek
Fangyang Sheng
Chloe Aislinn Shepard-Monson
John Coleman Sherman
Katie Leigh Sherman
Sasha Lauren Sherman
Alice Lin Shi
Justin Shie
Meron Tamene Shifferaw
Brieana Kristin Keiko Shimada
Julius Dominique Shipman
Tara Ashley Shirakh
Taciya Okuyama Shilosberg
Nisreen Issa Shnouhi
Helen Citallia Shpole
Caroline Shores
Catalina Shoshan
Jordan Shou
Ashwini Shridhar
Samuel Shu
Joanna Brangan Siegfried
Lauren Elizabeth Siegrist
Gabrielle Elizabeth Silva
Kathryn Claire Silva
Michelle Diana Silva
Roxanne Hayley Silver
Samuel Howard Silverman
Agnes Kidie Silvestro
David James Simien
Alyssa Michelle Simmons
Shafee Joann Simms-Jackson
Erwin Ho Simon
Shaye Daniel Simon
Immanuel Arga Maggid
Sinambela
Alexandra Amanda Sinclair
Corey Hayden Singer
Darren Singh
Gina Chantha Singh
Kevin A. Singh
Sharleen Sheena Singh
Elyse Leonie Singleton
Sabrina Siraj
Rachel Marie Narag Sison
Huixian Sito
Chelsea Slack
Caitlin Elaine Small
Brian Riedel Riedel Smith
Christian Sean Smith
Christine Anne Smith
Jesse Eugene Simon
Mathew Emanuel Snarr
Peter Thomas Snarr
Celestine Mica Renea Snell
Brian Nicholas Snow
Jason Tyler Soares
Irfan Soetomo
Héctor Omar Solis Mendoza
Alison Christina Solorio
Catherine Grace Soloway
Lillian Patricia Somarriba
Shannon Marie Sorenson
Crystal Calderon Soria
Gresedajel Kraljevna Soriano
Camilla Alejandra Soto
Erika Soto
Blanca Aurora Soza
Silver Islas
Speakman/Friedline
James Kent Spellman-Hess
Jarret Michael Spiler
Nicole Hermina Spivey
Kaitlyn Donna Stanwycy
Michelle Ann Steffens
Kaleigh Amelia Stegman
Summer Lynn Steineret
Sarah Tang Steinmetz
Chelbie Marie Stephenson
Laura Brianna Nicole Stokes
Ian Michael Stoner
Nitoshka Khadja Strother
Emilie A. Struthers
Kamree Christaniana Stubb
Jonathan Gregory Stults
Janice Marie Reed Stutts
Nicole Marie Stutts
Tommy Su
Weiija Su
Yunqing Su
Jared C. Sudano
Paul Andrew Suess
Kevin Librado Suguitan
Corey Scott Sullivan
Amanda Leinani Sullivanlee
Yuk Lun Andy Sun
Orianna Macaraeg Summers
Brittany Marie Sumpter
Sokchantrea Sun
Brandi Lynn Sunderland
Vincent Collado Susa
Stephen Donald Sweatt
Marina Elisa Swenson
Elisa Szeto
Kurtis Manuel Szu
Karen Ta
Sara Behafarin Tabaei
Reza Tabesh
James Melvin Tadena
Christine Jiyong Tak
Natsuki Takeoka
Rachel Leigh Tallon
Amy Gai Yen Tam
Elizabeth Tan
Matthew Shiro Tan
Richard Tang
Kurtis C. Tautscher
Monica Jad Tawasha
Kathryn Lee Taylor
Sara Corena Taylor
Jason Robert Teeman
Cory Joseph Teese
Christina Marie Tegeler
Jocelyn Yazzmin Tellez
Teresina Antoinette Tenorio
Bridget Mirelle Terrebonne
Kani Lorraine Terry
Shelby Danielle Terrscherun
Rudolph Christos Tescallo
Lilliana Marielos Thadeo
Victoria Xuan-Thuy Thai
Erika Carmen Thieue
Ashley Blair Thomas
T. Adelfa Thomas
Trisha Monique Thomas
Ava Celine Thompson
Isabella Arlene Thompson
Jordan John Thompson
Joy Latee Thompson
La' Shawnda Raven Thompson
Laurel Ellise Thompson
Zachary Lee Thompson
Vienna April Thouchalan
Amanda Rae Thurman
Angelica Francesca Garcia
Tiangco
Kristen Anne Tigno
Anastasiya Y. Timchenko
Helen Tinnna
Zabrina Tipton
Bianca Lillian Tisell
Keenan Everett Todd
Michael Andrew Todd
Darren Jacob Tokheim
Geoffrey Tom
Sarah Elizabeth Tomkins
Jenna Marie Tomsky
Vivian Pui-Yen Ton
Robert Topalyan
Diane Torchian
Johanna Itzelh Torres
Sergio Favian Torres
Tania Torres
James Arthur Torrcensano
Nicolas Osvaldo
Torres-Labarca
Jihad Alexander Totah
Stephanie Marie Tovar
Nicole Paulina Townsell
Julie My Tra
Albert L. Tran
Amy Lu Tran
Frenda Tran
Huu Thoi Hong Tran
Jonathan Hug Tran
Mili Tank Tran
Phong Dinh Tran
Timothy Caras Tran
Jason Loren Travis
Priscila D. Trejo Martinez
Eric Trinh
Tai Du Tran
Kelsey Snow Trippany
Thomas Andreas Tromborg
Johnson Truong
Linda Carmen Tuimavave
Willie Luis Turney
Marissa Renee Turpin
Jillyann Milrose Ugerio
Adrienne Grace Ulang
David Lieu Ung
Ryan Miles Uota
Jessica Urefio
Cameron Justin Uribe
Anabel Vaca
Andrew Van Vai
Sandra Valdivia
Alejandro Daniel
Valdivia Avendano
Kimberly Valencia
Richard Bautista Valencia
Sarai E. Valladares
Erika Ana Valverde
Jenna Marie Van De Ryt
Ariana Xanthe Vander Weele
Alia Vang
Rachel Ann Varzandt
Rebecca Amparo Varela
Daniel Alberto Vargas
Doris Marilyn Vargas
Melissa Marcela Vargas
Renard Antonio Vargas
Mario Cesar Vasquez Zuniga
Paris Nicole Vasquez
Nicholaus Randall Vaughn
Gabriela Crystal Vazquez
Rebecca Cristine Vazquez
Isabel Garcia Velarde
Carlo Lopez Velasquez
Christopher Isidro Velazquez
Samantha Amanda Velez
Lester Golondrina Vender
Cristina Margarita
Venegas-Vasquez
Isabelita Lopez Vengco
Elena Vensel
Amanda Michele Ventimiglia
Itzel Ventura
Jesus J. Verduzco
Claudia Francesca Vergara
Harlice Princess Vicente
Kalee Lynn Vicker
Sompong Tony Vengvilai
Ryan Christopher Viera
Susana Villacis
Alma Carina Villegas
Nancy Marie Mariano Villegas
Vanessa De Vera Villegas
Devon Lee Vining-Mahone
Mirta Alejandra Virgen
Vittaya Vivideth
Joseph J. Voelker
Kristy Sonza Voluntad
James Voong
Christopher James Vossen
Tristan Michael Vranizan
Christine Tran Vu
Alex John Vuko
Cory Lee Walker
Lauren Nicole Walker
Colleen Keane Walsh
Shannon Lee Walsh
Maggie Walters
Chun Yan Wang
Ran Wang
Erica Elizabeth Ward
Thomas Louis Warner
Victor Lee Washington
Spencer Wasserman
Jordan Taylor Watterworth
Alexis Cusulos Waugh
Andrew Michael Wax
Jerry Elijah Weatherford
Robert Lee Weatherly
Evan Edward Weidenkeller
Victoria Elizabeth Weilhammer
Brian Nicolas Weiss
Anna Elizabeth Weitzman
Meagan Uriah Wells
Sarah Catherine-Marie Wells
Ricardo Joseph Wemiz
Paige Ashley Wenzel
Mya Khaleelah Whittaker-Fowler
Hannah Gayle White
Kyle John White
Lena Rose Robbins White
Wanda Clintia White
Wiwi S. Widjaja
Emily Louise Wilburn
Mareah Malana Wiles
Dvon Emelia Wike
Mitchell Philip Wilkinson
Angelica Natasha Williams
David Christian Williams
Devin Renay Williams
Jasmine Kiana Williams
Monica Estella Williams
Sue Lynn Williams
Tyler Roxas Williams
Tierra Shanice Willis
David J. Wilson
Lisa Gehrart Wilson
Malikah Jenna Wilson
Jenna Corine Wilson
Hanna Jesse Wolff
Sebastian Douglas Wolken
Mikias Tilahun Wondyfraw
Emely Frias Zavala
Andrew Benjamin Wong
Brittany Sui Lay Wong
Colin Song Wong
Elise D. Wong
Joseph Wong
Lawrence Tinwai Wong
Maggie K. Wong
Richard Wayne Woo
Andrew D. Wood
Richard D. Wood
Stacey Michelle Woodford
Jerenia Renee Woods
Floyd Deshun Wormley
Maya Dalla Déa Worthy
Alexis Michel Le Wright
Carissa Lynne Wright
Jasmine Renee Wright
Ada Maggie Wu
Huiqiong Wu
Jianhua Wu
Weihai Wu
Ying Hua Wu
Kevin Bao-Hua Xie
Christina Xiong
Jamie Xiong
Rosa I. Xochipitecatal
Dengyao Xu
Rachna Rajendra Yadav
Akiko Yamada
Loxang John Yang
Yongsi Yang
Vincent Anthony Yannicelli
Endrie Quintos Yanagacino
Jeremy-Anne Gregorio Yanson
Alexis Leila Yatim
Alyssa Renee Ybarra
Aaron Maddocks Yelensky
Gulsen Yildiz
Jack Ying
Lorita Yip
Hae Eun Yoon
Sanga Yoon
Ian Robert York
Seon Jae You
Alan Yu
Kenix Sung Yiu Yu
Layla Yu
Xiujuan Yu
Yandan Yu
Alex Miller Zagarino
Batul Yusuf Zainuddin
Christian Zamora
Leslie Zapata
Natalia Zaragoza Cruz
Heather Anne Zarate
Rogelio Ivan Zarte
Maria Habib Zargi
Nima Fabian Zarkoub
Emely Fayas Zavala
Izrael Junior Zavaleta
Luis Zeledon
C B. Zeng
Angelica Zepeda-Castillo
Anderson Zhang
Steven Zhang
Ziyin Zhang
Hua Jun Zheng
Yong Jun Winfred Zhou
Yihong Zhu
Kristopher Paul Zouzoulas
Jessica Frances Gabe Zouzoulas
Anthony Joseph Zuccaro

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

Candidates for graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Elizabeth Bernel
Brielle Sim Black
Christopher Joseph Black
Catherine Suzanne Borr
Jaimie Jo Aubry Brownell
Ho Leung Chan
Philip Chang
Roseanne Panay Damasco
Lowry G. Dean
Shawn Lucas Denarie
Genevieve Saliba Diab
Alena Druhavets
Laura Elizabeth Duggan
Briana Anne Feinberg
Nika Rae Gagliardi
Adriana Garcia
James Dillon Griffith
Darren Gunawan
Sharon Ho Pei Pei
Allyson Marie Kemmer
Djedjiga Khettab
Leanne Elizabeth Kirtland
Caitlyn Sara Kozelka
Kellie Kathleen Lawler
Nichole Ellen Legaspi
Jonathan Liu
Randy Edward Lloyd
Annalee Lollar
Helen Amelia Lorenzen
Amy Michelle Lozano
Carolin Maier
Bryan McCaffery
Anna Marie McDevitt
Chelsea McFayden
Kathleen Erik McFaul
Julia Meinhold
Christine Ng
Danh Quang Nguyen
Conrad James Nowak
Stephanie Adrienn O'Brien
Julia Beatrice Partington
Temitope Pedro
Srijit Phongmai
Meng Tzu Pun
Remdell Garcia Quimiao
Sima Musa Rantisi
Jennine Reyes
Katherine Marie Rominger
Michelle Shlaen
Johanna Sy
Nga (Nina) Tien
Kayla Halli Tolentino
Nhi Truong
Kevin Tsumoto
Nicole Rose Angela Velazco
Marla Beatrice Wallace
Minrao Zheng
Claire Christine Zurkowski

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Negar Abili
Janelle Nacelli Agapito
Ryan Tennyson Albee
Blanca E. Avila
Ryan Anthony Badilla
Ricardo Baltazar
Bushra Bibi
Kari Bigley-Bodlak
Rebecca Marie Biscaro
Rebecca Alisha Blandino
Daniel Douglas Blizel
Henna Frances Brar
Andy Paul Obenita Cabrera

Class of May | August 2016—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)
Margaret Anne McCluskey
Julia Elise McQuerry
Bo Wei Mei
Melissa Elizabeth Mellor
Luz Irene Mendoza
Allyson Kate Mercado
Katharine Ann Merkley
Bailey Susanne Morley
Brett Konstantin Morris
Cassandra Aleah Moua
Jillian Anne Querimit Narciso
Antone Patrick Nardi
Jayme Kristine Ng
Donna Marie Nguyen
Lori Kim Nguyen
Nhi Ngoc Nguyen
Thanh Truc Jeannie Nguyen
Kylee O’Meara
Jennifer Renee Obbema
Jhan Karlo Pajarin Onogco
Alexis Jordyn Orzal
Guannung Pan
Victoria Pearce
Steven Douglas Pedersen
Regina Anne Pellegrino
Kevinjefiffre Angeles Piguign
Kevin Bradford Poage
Jacqueline Alysis Prater
Kenton Deandre Raiford
Amada Norma Ramos
Dolly Marie Ramos
Cecil George Reams
Zhihao Ren
Jessie M. Rice
Taylor Jordyn Rivera
Elyrne Sugee Rosete
Jayden Michael Ross
Daniel Sanchez
Alejandra Sanchez Angulo
Chloe Scullin
Philip Aurelio Secondez
Blake H. Bejan
Peter Philip Bedros
Edgardo Jaime Becerra Saldivar
Delgerzaya Bayarjargal
Jared Bagby Underwood
Brittany Anne Baker
Samantha Jeanne Baker
Adam Josephus Balaam
Martin E. Balderas
Erik Phillip Baldewein
Julia K. Ballou
Jaleh Bamasan
Murielle Michele Banahen
Hamad H. Banian
Kaitlin Michele Banahan
Olga Marguerite Banks
Davima Marie Banta
Yuzhou Bao
Alissa Marie Barendse
Gerardo Alfonso Barillas
Yaribeth Barragan
Victor Alonso Barrera
Alfred R. Barrera
Barrios Rodas
Alana Paulina Barrueto
Andrey Bartsuk
Sean Robert Barluch
Jessica Basuthakur
Cheleen Batiste
Leah Simcha Baumann
Alfred R. Serrano Bautista
Lorenza Bautista
Delgerrayza Bayarjargal
Jared Austin Beane
Edgardo Jaime Becerra Salas
Peter Philip Bedros
Blake H. Bejan
Simone Nicole Buntin
Bryce Kerry Burch
Madison Colleen Burgess
Sumiko Tori Anne Burnett
Alina Bustinza Lopez
Saralyn Michelle Bustos
Hefila Caballero
Karla Cabañas
Gabriel De Jesus Cabrera
Yinxi Cai
Evelyn Ilka Caicedo
Ivonne Calderón
Evan Ryan Calip
Nadia Elisa Camacho Chavez
Mckenzie Suzanne Campagna
Brigitte Michelle Campbell
Danny Caó
Lanxin Cao
Yichen Cao
Karisse Bonilla Capistrano
Justina Chay Caras
Aristides Adam
Carcamo Muller
Marisa Alana Cardarelli
Luciana Rosa Cardenas
Cythera Lagmay Carino
Robert Scott Carpenter
Ivette Carrasco
Marta Elizabeth Carreno Prieto
Crystal Elizabeth Cartier
Alexia Priscilla Carvalho
Lucrecia Casados
Armando Castaneda
Desiree Castaneda
Juan Jose Castillo
Leslie Janet Castillo
Ariane Castro
Jamie Verzosa Castro
Thandiwe Ann Cato
Elizet Pilar Ceja
Estefany Cerda
Bianca Jasmine Cerna
Nestor Esau Ceron
Liane Chabansky
Stheffany Lissette Chacon
Liliana Del Carmen Miranda Chacón
William Lewis Chadwick
Ashbir Singh Chahal
Michael Chai
Christine Chan
Ellison Chan
Jackie Ho Yan Chan
Jenny Chan
Ka Ho Kyle Chan
Karen Chan
Kristina Villanueva Chan
Raymond Chan
Shaun Lone Chan
Wei Chan
Wey Sin Chan
Fany Chan Xu
Shane Shiu Chand
Alvin Chang
Diana Jin Chang
Craig Matthew Chao
Harry Chao
Paige Anniessa Chappell
Sarah Hope Chatfield
Andy Jason Chau
Christine Kim Chau
Ivy Chau
Anisha Anil Chauhan
Alejandra Chaudary
Alejandro Chavez
Efren Chavez
Julio César Chavez
Jose Leopoldo
Chavez-Sandoval
Yingyi Che
Alan W Chen
Alex Chen
Boer Chen
Culín Chen
Darren Chen
Dexter Chen
Fan Chen
Henry Chen
Jennifer Hoimun Chen
Jessica Chen
Jinna Chen
Jodi I-Chieh Chen
Karen Lin Chen
Ko-Chi Chen
Nicole Y Chen
Qianwen Chen
Rachel Baohua Chen
Ting Chen
Xinyu Chen
Yu Hui Chen
Zhiheng Chen
Zihan Chen
Calvin Cheng
Donald Cheng
Raymond Wai Cheng
Taylor Merritt Chesnut
Lansheng Chen
Ting Ting Chen
Kevin Yieu Hung Cho
JongHoon John Choi
Kenneth Sung Choi
James David Chou
Elizabeth Chang
Abigail Chang
Pamela Chang
Sarah Hope Chatfield
Zhang Chen
Wen Chen
Xinyu Chen
Ting Chen
Xi Chen
Ting Chen
Hannah Chiu
Chao Chiu
Ting Chen
Shihlen Chen
Weiyi Cheng
Linghui Chen
Lei Chen
Wen Chen
Sung-Wook Chen
Man Chuen Ryan Choy
Jordan Albert Christensen
Kiara Onjalique Christy
Aldrin S. Chuquiao
Jessica Nicole Chui
Gregory Chuke
Dennis M. Chung
Sasha Kealalehua Chung
Frank Chwin
Lindsay E. Cimoli
Zeynep Citaci
Margaret Elizabeth Clancy
Kevin Kimball Clark
Terry Joseph Cleek
Mercy Porras Clua
Lillian Victoria Co
Aaron B. Cobarrubia
Allison Renee Cobb
Brian David Cohen
Sheryl Melanie Cohen
Kerby Mae Precious Collado
Jasmine Renee Collins
Alexis Rose Conner
Emily Alyse Antoinette Conrad
Ashley Lynn Cook
Sienna Renee Cook
Evan Alexander Cooper
Alexis Cooperstein
Mariela Corella Hernández
Elena Leonor Cornejo
Jasmine Sky Cornejo
Phillip Louie Cornejo
Michael Edward Cornish
Rebecca Concepción Corona
Brittani Rae Coronado
Criszel Joy Soriano Corpuz
Renjy Mae R. Corpuz
Katharine Ann Corrigan
Armando Cortes
Alexilto Malapitan Cortez
Bruce Axl Cortez
Savannah Rae Cotten
Rashod Lawan Cotton
Zachary John Cowan
Olivia Cozzolino
Jullian Cezzar Bulanadi Creer
Taylor Reese Crenshaw
Carly Sabina Crivello
Adrian Elyse Cronin
George Daniel Cross
Harry James Croton
Kenneth Quirante Cruz
Luis Felix Cruz
Nicholas Cruz
Jorge Javier Cuadros
Ballesteros
Jeremy Doan
Lisa Mai Doan
James Iden Dodd
Sonny Hoon Dokko
Irene D. Dolido
Sonam Dolkar
Samantha Blake Donaldson
Jonny Palileo Dones
Jenay Danielle Drake
Trevor John Drake
Stephanie Dravis
Maile Puapani Driggs
Nathan Scott Driver
Susy Jeannete Dubon
Anthony Balingit Ducut
Rinces Ann B. Ducut
Marissa Pangelinan Duenas
Nina Gutierrez Dulos
Ryan Alexander Duncan
Dixon Duong
Julie Duong
Claudia Celeste Duran
Flor Mariscal Duran
Leticia Briana Duran
Mohammad Mustafa Durran
Rigley Augusto Dutra
Darioush Mitchell Ebadat
Micko Angelo Cantos Eborra
Evan James Edge
Clinten Paul Edmondson
Gregory Aspiras Edquid
Olga Egorova
Rochelle D Elep
Elizabeth Christine Elias
Alicya Maree Jacquelyn
Ellington
Otra Mahmoud El-Miaari
Zade H. Elmowafi
Amanda Louise Eng
Sandra Eng
Yan Eriikh
Jonathan Antonio
Esobar-Guerrero
Sebastian Esobar-Sanhueza
Zebediah-Jo Reyes Eskman
Freshta Esmatyar
Gerryl Rosario Espaceracion
Justin Rowell Esquível
Kevin Armando Esquível
Ternura Taina
Estevaz Del Rosario
Luis Ignacio Estrada
Taylor Helene Estrada
Hector Ariel Estrella
Maia Louise Reyes Estropia
Mansoor Ezat
Ayana Jamilla Sonico
Fabillaran
Ronny Orlando Fajardo
Tyler Jonathan Falls
Emily Si Ran Fan
I-Hua Emily Fang
Roger W. Fang
Nicholas Farmananesh Farr
Nicole Ashley Farray
Fauz Bin Farrukh
Arooj Fatima
Daniel J. Faust
Jenna Nicole Faustino
Martin Edward Felipe
Haojin Feng
Qingwen Feng
Ricky Feng
Yong Yi Feng
Lucia Angelica Fernandez
David K. Fickes
Casey Lauren Fiebig
Jackielou Valencia Figueroa
Ferdos Fancy Fitzan
Phillip Robert Fizulic
Charles Chan Flader
Felix Manuel Flamenco
Lynsey Anne Flamm
Vanessa Flores
Roxanne Alexis Dizon Fojas
Christina Fok
Morgan Elizabeth Foldsie
Malanie Josela Realin Foley
Stephanie Rae Fontana
Frederick Thomas Ford
Raymond Lachlan Ford
Brenna Yunn Fowler
Gladys Foyoh
Joselyn Nicole Franco
Owen James Faustino Franco
Conor Dylan Frederick
Sierra Diane Freeman
Rachel Mia Freitas
Timothy Joseph Friessen
Marco Antonio Fuentes
Derek Stephen Fujimoto
Jennifer Rose Fulton
Kimberly Joyce Fung
Kit Chun Fung
Kelvin Sebastian Gagui
Ernesto Omar Galindo
Denis Emanuel Gali
Abel Garcia
Carlos Alberto Garcia
Cristal Elizabeth Garcia
Eder German Garcia
Eduardo Garcia
Edward Victor Lomenitgar Garcia
Jonathan Deperio Garcia
Maiden Jennilyne Garcia
Marc Lawrence Garcia
Milba Quintero Garcia
Rigobero Garcia
Robert William Garcia
Izaac Jamin Garcelazo
Michael Samuel Garellick
Joshua Garello
Connor O'Neill Garrett
Danielle Elizabeth Gascoigne
Sarah Joseph Saman
Gatchalian
Anessa Sham Gaur
Nathanael Dizon Geminiano
Igor Gendelman
Stevie Aneyav Geopfert
Heather Leanne George
Theresa Ghalbouny
Amer A Gheith
Alexandra Elizabeth Gingerich
Brandon Sidney Glaychen
Devin Michael Gledhill
Vincent Lorenzo Gloria
Samuel Pope Gluss
Jordy Louis Margo Go
Josh Go
Ksenia A Gogolitsyna
Olivia Haily Goldstein
Ilya Golovey
Betsy Viridine Gomez
Daniela Gomez
Ervin Anthony Gomez
Mario A. Gomez
Michael Phillip Gomez
Sergio Enrique Gomez Esquite
Mingzi Gong
Celina Jazmin Gonzalez
Eric Alejandro Gonzalez
Jose Orlando Gonzalez
Rene A. Gonzalez
Roberto Gonzalez
Victor Manuel Gonzalez
Ivan Gonzalez Garcia
Jennifer Nicole Goranson
Alejandro Carlos Gorostienda
Shawn Paul Graf
May Loren M. Gran
Mari Grange
Cameron Robert Grant
Courtney Nichole Gravel
Elior Yechzekel Greenbaum
Melissa Mariah Greene
Trevor Thomas Greenlaw
James Robert Greenstrand
Timothy Lee Grettner
Olivia Marie Griffin
Elizabeth C.A. Grigsby
Nicholas Patrick Grimes
Luke T. Gronert
Henry Guan
Jackie Guan
Jun Ye Guan
Kaier Guan
Linda Guan
Xuemei Guan
Joselin Regina Guardado
Jacqueline Ann Guarin
Alejandro Guerra
Claudia Amor Guerrero
Gianna Shaye Guerrero
Nikkie Mae Guinto Guevarra
Jerome Santos Guinto
Aleksandra Gulick
Regan Christian Gunawan
Jessica Rose Gunn
Ji Guo
Rowena Guo
Sanjeev Gupta
Sonali Gupta
Trevor Vincent Gurley
Jyoti Gurung
Mackenzie Paige Guthrie
Bianca Lizbeth Gutierrez
Jesus Pristimo Gutierrez
Ricardo Gutierrez
Kathryn Grace Gwizdak
Pedro Erasmo Gárate Zamudio
Teri Ha
Meghan Rae Hailey
Michael James Halim
Philip Gunnar Halsey
Jonathan J. Ham
Min Seok Sunny Han
Yoonsoo Han
Yu Han
Nina Ngoc Nguyen Hang
Steven R Hansberry
Bridget Lynn Hansen
Kyle Thomas Hansen
Dillon Walker Hanson
Katherine Mary Hanntman
Richard Anthony Hargraves
Jordan Alexandra Harks
Madeline Rose Harris
Gregory Scott Harry
Ryan Henry Hartwick
Lexi Morgan Harvey
Sayed M. Hashimi
Samantha Lynn Hawkins
Guoxuan He
Bana Hedru Woldezi
Garrett Lobo Heisinger
Alexandra Rose Helfrich
Nancy Kaona Her
Robin Avery Herbert
Elizabeth Heredia Barragan
Hector David Hernandez
Joshua James Fajardo Hernandez
Juan Carlos Hernandez
Keisuke Hernandez
Omar Hernandez
Lilian Susana Herrera Ramos
Dylan Thomas Herrick
Mark Kendall Hicks
Kelsy Anne Perez Hill
Kenneth Lee Alexander Hill
Gladys Crisolo Hiraninab
Honey Crisologo Hiraninab
Jessica Ann Hines
Jason David Hinkle
Tracy Dee Ann Hinojosa
Kevn Y. Ho
Lilly Ho
Raymond Ho
Spencer Ho
Thanh Thi Ho
Wilson Hoang
Cassie Renee Hodges
Justin Anthony Hodges
Nicole Elizabeth Hoffert
George A. Holland
Desiree Holmes
Daneeka Rene’ Holt
Patricia Josephine Honan
Peggy Hong
Winnie Hong
Courtney Leigh Hopkins
Trivikram Das Horachakul
Cristen Marie Hordes
Kyle Horenberger
Noelle Sonoya Hori
Taichi Horike
Manasesh Howard
Michelle Lila Howard
Peyton Elizabeth Howell
Chung-Yu Hsu
Yin Thu Htin
Philip Hu
Rina Hu
Phat Vinh Hua
Donald Huang
Guokun Huang
Tina Huang
Xiao Hong Huang
Xiaojun Huang
Xuefang Shirley Huang
Yunfei Huang
Lucila Del Carmen Hueete
Steven Hung Wah Huey
Jessica Hung
Lacoryah Roynei-Ashlyn Hunt
Riley Anderson Hunt
Brandon Nicholas Hurley
Gina Huyhn
Judy Huyhn
Tien Thuy Thuy Huyhn
Catherine Ibarra
Benjamin Jonathon Torres
Ignacio
Brandon Yuen Ikeda
Jordan Philip Ilagan
Miguel Im
Shayon Imani
Gemelle Imperial
Chanel Victoria Inman
Kelly Hoi Ki Ip
Tsz Fung Ip
Rukshar Iqbal
Fawwaz Fikkeri Ismail Fikkeri
Coral Talingdan Iltiong
Brianna Elizabeth Izaguirre
Mohamed Nabil Jabari
Allison Delpasen Jacinto
Monica Jacinto
Pratik Jain
Rina Jain
Juliano Angelo G. Jao
Kanika Jefferson
Matthew William Jenks
Stephen Lee Jesme
Kristen Morgan Jew
Jiada Jiang
Consuelo Marrianna Jimenez Claudine Jimenez-Estrada
Ligia Elena Jimenez-Montano
Jennifer Diane Jiménez Gabrielli Samir Jizrawi
Josh Adam Johansen
Alexis Renee Johnson
Ayana Johnson
Cody Patrick Johnson
Jade' Abu Johnson
Riley Nicole Johnson
George Jone
Wilson Jone
Casey Vincent Jones
Hazel Lillian Jones
Kira Dawn Jones
Terry Lee Jones
Sean Philip Jordana
Kanika Joshi
Ellison Jung
Omar Kennan Kabbani
Christian Adam Kadash
Kianna Carrin Kagawa
Akhila Kakarala
Laura Elaine Patricia Kalmon
Tony Chun Yue Kam
Nicholas William Kane
David Karapetian
Ramandeep Kaur
Azalia Madrigal Kavanagh
Akremah Abdulhadi Kayal
Erin Leigh Kelsaw
Chelsea Martin Kendall
Chamreun Keo
Samantha Marie Kephart
Kevin Michael Kessler
Joshua Michael Lee Kessner
Jeroen Johannes Hendrik
Keukenkamp
Kevin-Khang Tuan Kha
Milla Mina Khan
Fatema Khatan
Hafiz Farhad Khojazada
Evan Mikie Kido
Rita Killilea
Elizabeth Kim
Hee-Sang Kim
In Seob Kim
Jinsun Kim
Max Su Kim
Sarah Katherine Kimiecik
Chadry Edwards King
Christen Anne Kinney
Lewis Gerald Kitowski
Spencer Lucas Laron
Klaiber-Short
Julian Alexander Klein
Diana Sergeyevna Klochkova
Rachel Lynn Kludjian
Joanne Ko
Su Khai Koh
Sophia Suraya Kohgadai
Frank William Kohl
Adriana Simona Kolev
Sherry Kong
Wei Kong
Wing Fat Kong
Eilonee Koochoh
Pavinderjit Singh Kooner
Sara Michelle Koppes
Carissa Marie Koslow
Eric Alan Koteen
Grayden Patrick Kough
Germay Wayne Kovaloff
Marina Angela Krauss
Cassidy Mae Kropfl-Gonzales
John Ulrich Krueger
Jennifer Kuang
Rakesh Kumar
Taniya Kumar
Kwadwo Nyantakyi
Kumi-Amankwah
Jason Kuo
Jonathan Dov Kurman
Tasha Camille Kusnandar
Mariella Kutova-Stoilova
Tatyana V. Kuznetsova
Nick Kwan
Teaslen Tsun Ming Kwan
Tony Git Man Kwan
Taniya V. Kuznetsova
Nick Kwan
Teaslen Tsun Ming Kwan
Tony Git Man Kwan
Michelle Hiromi Kwok
Andrew Colin Kwok
Sandra Kwk
Jackson Kwong
Raymond Kwong
Charles Campbell McDougald
Emma Frances McGill
Kevin Christopher McGill
Haley Nicole McKee
Malcolm McKinney
Molly Katherine McLaughlin
Cameron McKenzie McPike
Landon Jordan Medina
Natalia Alejandro
Medina-Lemus
Gloria Katherine Meeink
Russell Motoji Meglio
Jiawen Mei
Thomas X. Mei
Anna Maria Louise Meier
Maritza Mejia-Martinez
Steven Israe Melendez
Madison Marie Melton
Sheide Isis Melton
David Melville
Stephanie Cecilia Mena
Alina Tatiana Menchaca
Jonathan Mendieta-Chisco
Priscila Esther Mendieta-Ruiz
Julia Nicole Mendoza
Vanessa Gavino Mina
Alona Yelena Minkova
Oanh Thi Nguyen
Khanh Nguyen
Kate Nguyen
Kathleen Oceguera
Adilene Paramo
Alberto G. Paredez
Andrew Jonathan Parent
Michael Park
Stella Park
Michelle Lee Parker
Alaina Kathleen Parsons
Charlotte Ann Parsons
Natalie Renee Paske
Ivy Melrose Conde Pastor
Akash Bipin Patel
Anishkumar J. Patel
Dipesh Chinam Patel
Janka Bharat Patel
Raysham Karan Patel
Ruhi Bharat Patel
Seema Dinesh Patel
Yash Yogesh Patel
Rabindra Pathak
Sunita Pathak
Shahil Khan Pathan
Nikolay A. Pavlov
Elaine Paw
Farzaneh Payrovi
Erika Itzel Pedraza Diaz
Myles Gerardo Pedronan
Rachel Marie Peffer
Peter Azure Pei
Jan V. Pena
Marcus Leo Peppers
Kelly Lynnette Peraldez
Makaila Keilani Peralta
Stephen Lawrence
Pereriah Schork
Diana Ivonne Perez
Elizabeth Perez
Mercedes Lissette Perez
Paul Vincent Perez
Brittany E. Perkins
Shawn Michael Perkins
Amanda M. Perry
Christopher John Persico
Michael John Pescatore
Marc Jacob Pessah
Nathan Stephen Peterson
Brian James Petrello
James John Petropoulos
Sarah Marie Petty
Anthony Van Pham
Danny Nguyen Pham
Duc Chi Pham
Jeffrey Hoi Nam Pham
Kimmy Lam Pham
Richard Pham
Vincent Viet Pham
Vivian Pham
William Pham
Julie Le Phan
Khanh Kim Phan
Shannon Thanh Phan
Tran Huynh Phan
Gina Phanthavong
Joel Karukaparamil Philip
Caitlin Marie Philpott
Robert Phung
Giuseppe Piazza
Brandon M. Pickens
Alejandro Antonio Pineda
Andres Alejandro Pineda
James Michael Pirring
Amanda Jane Plant
Maria Fernanda Plascencia
Omar Plata
Elizabeth Anne Platt
Christina Ann Platter
Daniel Joseph Polansky
Carmen Sue Pong
Emilie Poon
Kevin Poon
Edrees Popal
Madeleine June Pope
Samantha Haley Porter
Jenna Rosalie Portera
Christopher Portillo
Hamon Pouthamabsi
Shannon Priya Prasad
John Steven Pratuch
Damien Lance Primus
Stella Singing Pu
Kelly Nicole Purdie
Taylor Jenaie Pyka
Van Sung Quach
John Franco Quines
Eugeninya Alex Rabinovich
Lisa Renee Rachal
Harith Ali Radhi
Hayder Ali Radhi
Divine Grace Roque Rafanan
Cassie Taylor Raines
Alejandra Ramirez
Brenda Acevedo Ramirez
Jasmin Ramirez
Sonia Patricia Ramirez
Aldrienne L. Ramos
Aviana Monique Ramos
Lara Patricia Ramos
Nicole Alexa Alarcón Ramos
Vanessa Rae Ramos
Rohit Rampur
Nicholas David Ramsey
Harjit Randhawa
Leon Hisham Rashed
Mercedes Alexandria Rawlyk
Jonathan Phonsavane Raxa
Cory C. Rayden
Zachary James Readel
David Henry Reardon
Rachel Marie Reilly
Karissa Ann Ailes Reinach
Anastasia Olegovna
Reshetnikova
Lorenza Reyes
Mariel Aube Reyes
Noelani Reyes
Richard Hideo Reyes
Priscilla Leticia Reyes-Medina
Behdad K. Rezai
James Donald Rhoades
Vanessa Carolina Riascos
Alicia Danielle Rice
Ryan Joseph Rickards Vaugh
Vivian Michelle Rios
Jenefer Liliana Rivas
Taylor William Rivas
Daniel Wesley Roberts
Fallon Kristyne Roberts
Hayden Walker Roberts
Norman Miguel Angel Robles
Jesus Emanuel Rocha
Sebastian Marsoles Rodas
Isaere Photreepecht
Rodechaphairatana
Fabian Andres Rodriguez
Monica Diane Rosales
Itzel Gabriela Rodriguez Flores
Rosalba Rojas
Jorge Romero
Stephanie Romo
Brian Ronald Colonia Rondoloid
Kristine Ann Roque
Mary Nichole Roque
Jessica Lavarias Rosario
Manuel Rosero
Danielle Addison Ross
Mario Rosset-Martinez
Leah Marie Rozzi
Marina Alexandra Rubinshteyn
Laura Ruiz
Yatzil Guerrero Ruiz
Justin Peter Rus
Alyssa R. Rusin
William Lawrence Russell
Julien Patrice Ruivara
Mona Saadi
Chantay Saelee
Noreen Ali Safdar
Firat Sahin
Brian Weichuan Sai
Sinan Saka
Jezeel Saldajeno
Misael Eduardo Saldana
Sara Alexis Saldana
Cassandra Marie Salgado
Lauren Denise Salinas
Meyah-Symone Salter
Harneet K. Samra
Timothy John San Juan
Aida Guadalupe Sanchez
Genova Jassbet Sanchez
Hazel Sanchez
Juan David Sanchez
Omar Esau Sanchez
Jean Carlos Amador Sanchez Gonzales
Oyuntuya Sandagdorj
Laura Karen Sandifer
Beatriz Sandoval
Panawat Sanitchon
Alexander Sansano
Francis Jon Santiago
Jordan Ke’Ale Pascual
Santiago
Nicole Louise Santoni
Harold Camacho Santos
Lady Fatima Santos
Mark Joseph Santos
Saldiv-Dhenu Olague Santos
Max Robert Saravia
Sherviany Saroha
Megan Shantil Schaap
Julia Rose Schaber
James Philip Schenck
Caitlyn Elizabeth Scherer
Simone Chiyi Schlanger
Steven Randall Schmidt
Charles J. Schock
Thomas Michael Schultheis
Jessica Erin Scott
Kaleen Sue Scott
Thomas J. Seng
Andrew Narong Sengsouriydi
Kyle Patrick Sensiba
Cassandra Maria
Sequeira-Amort
Claudia Isabel Serna
Celine Kirsten Serrano
Saull Serrano Castelan
Irene Seto
Vivian Huimin Seto
Roy Sfadia
Malav Pankajkumar Shah
Toren Sage Shahar
Mubeenah Shaikh
Rabia Ayub Shaikh
Faisal A.M. Shaji
Tyler Irene Shanley
Samiya Shayesteh
Osaied Abraham Sheikh
Kenneth Chao Shen
Lionel Lail Sherman
Shelby Rae Sherry
Chante Marie Sherwood
Melia Y. Shimabukuro
Brooke Yumi Shimazaki
Eun Young Shin
Justin Shoolery
Manisha Shrestha
Rosha Shrestha
Suyesh Shrestha
Karl Paul Siegmund
Andrew Ross Silva
Hayley Nicole Silva
Zachary James Simmons
Jan Harly Simon
Michael David Simon
Jasmine Catherine Sims
Savita Singh
Alfred Simon Simionara
Kenneth Fu Cheung Sio
Natsaha Priscilla Situmang
Paul Anthony Slavich
Stuart John Slechta
Andrew Kelly Smith
Dakota Carl Smith
Frances Julia Smith
Katherine Smith
Kiana Smith
Madeline Jeanette Smith
Jillian Fraser Sobol
Arista Etana Putri Soebagyo
Vishwas Rameshchandra
Sojitra
Sarah Roxana Sojo
Jessym-Gaye Himalalo-An Solana
Emmanuel Solano
Anai Solis
George Siqi Song
Mariel Ashley Escala Soriano
Marvin Soriano
Aurash Jason Soroosh
Jonathan Norberto Sosa
Felipe Soto
Allen Paul Space
Lara Elizabeth Speece
Sebastian Nicholas Spezzano
Corinne Michelle Spohrer
Michelle Lauren Spotskey
Talia Standring
Kent Clinton Stanton
Ashley Michelle Starr
Jason Scott Steckler
Maurice Jonathan Stewart
Taylor Nicole Stewart
Victoria Ashley Stratton
Sean Patrick Stream
Siera Kate Strumlauf
Natalie Suazo Mercado
Shazneen N. Subedar
Stella Sandy Subroto
Natsaha Danielle Christine
Faria Summer
Yin-Pei Sung
Lauren Darby Suniga
Marvin Wu
Susanne Wan Ting Wu
Tyler Takai Wu
Vivian Huyun Wu
Wanjun Jenny Wu
Yi-Ning Wu
Yong Wen Wu
Taylor Renée Wuestenberg
Zilan Xia
Edward Chi-Kun Xiao
Bin Xu
Jason Xu
Lingxuan Xu
Kenneth Jun Yamaguchi
Jeffrey Taishi Yamamoto
Naoki Yamamoto
Anna Yan
Brian Gorman Yan
Yan Yan
ChengAo Yang
Cuiting Yang
Ginsue Tou Yang
Wenhao Yao
Frances Erika Ortaliz Yap
Francis Michael Yap
Jaime Reiko Yasaki
Joshua Nathan Ybanez
Ailing Ye
Eugene Ye
Matthew Antonio Yee
Chris Yeung
Michael James Yin
Stephanie Kimly Yin
Kristopher Chin Yip
Sarah M. Yiu
Jeffrey Yoaddungjun
Alexander Yonas
Ji Hyun Yoon
Jillian Yson
Henry Zhen Yu
Huanyu Yu
Jason Kwokchiu Yu
Jasper Yu
Jiahui Yu
Jianhui Yu
Julian Yu
Ruijing Yu
Sunny Yu
Zhoubin Yu
Corey Yuan
Chiming Yuen
Daniel Kyle Yuen
Ryan Yuen
Cynthia Yusuf
Phillip Emmanuel Zabat
Almikdam Zuhier Zahran
Kevin Zamora
Miguel Zaragoza
Stefany Melissa Zelaya
Marcela Zelvaggio
Alice Zeng
Mei Yan Zeng
Shuai Zeng
Weihuo Zeng
Yanni Zeng
Brian Zhang
Dandan Zhang
Jason Zhang
Jiayao Zhang
Xing Ying Zhang
Yan Zhang
Yilun Zhang
Qi Ting Zhao
Ruby Zhao
Xi Zhao
Yao Zhao
Joanna Christy Chen
Deiliang Zheng
Qinqin Zheng
Jingde Zhou
John Wei Long Zhou
Qi Liang Zhou
Qinqin Zhou
Sophi Wen Zhou
Jina Zhu
Alipasha Ziaee
Azadeh Ziai
Ryan M. Ziegler
Nicholas Robin Ziv
Robert Daniel Zomber

CANDIDATES
FOR THE DEGREE
BACHELOR
of MUSIC
Candidates for graduation with honors
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Taryn Jeannette Bailie
Mikhail Andreevich Leonkine
Alondra Rosa Orellana
Arsham Pourfallah
CUM LAUDE
Ana Marie Miranda

CANDIDATES
FOR THE DEGREE
BACHELOR
of MUSIC
Pedro A. Gomez
Sarah Alexandra Perez
Tuaimanu Byron Petaia
Richard Charles Thomas
Mona Gabriela Toma
Benjamin Ordonez Villa
Oscar Emmanuel Villagran
Ethan Gregory Williams

CANDIDATES
FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER
of ARTS
Sana Husain Aaser
Amirah Alexandra Adams
Homa Ahmed
Souraya Al-Alaoui
Joshua Allen
Alaoud Aloufi
Ariel Marie Alvero
Asma Dhifallah Alzahrani
Edith Arias
Anne Sonya Aronov
Seija Avdic
Jewell Lynn-Marie Bachelor
Shane A. Baker
Christian Becerril Bannister
Whitney Leigh Barlow
Gerald James Barr
Judith Barry
Travis Castillo Beecroft
Sabrina Bhangal
David William Bird
Maria Guadalupe Blanco
Justin Michael Dittmar Boese
Lisa Bordley Boland
Sabrina Elizabeth Bortulin
David Octavio Boubion
Chase James Boyer
Kate Brenneman-Haisch
Lynzie Brynn Brodhun
David Victor Broekema
Rebecca R. Cahuia
Nicole T. Calmels
Megan Laura Caluza
Michelle Joy Zapampa
Carbajal
Rachel Rose Carion
Renee Brittany Carson
Sabrina Elena Cascos
Petersen
Alyssa Armida Castaneda
Justine Alisha Chadly
Sau Ming Judy Chan
Zoe Qian Chang
Edward Joseph Charlberg
Jianren Chen
Kyle Chen
Mindy Xiaomin Chen
Sarai Irene Chicas
Riley Lok Tsun Chu
Cristin Andrea Coleman
Jessica Lane Coop
Marcus Dorian Corra
Caroline Eugenie Costarella
Daniel Forrest Cramer
Hazel Rose Crawford
Serina Nichole Crosson
Rosavida Michaeala Torres Cruz
Daniel Curtis-Cummings
Sarah Alice Cushman

Class of May | August 2016
MAGNET'S DEGREES

Edward Joseph Charlberg
Jianren Chen
Kyle Chen
Mindy Xiaomin Chen
Sarai Irene Chicas
Riley Lok Tsun Chu
Cristin Andrea Coleman
Jessica Lane Coop
Marcus Dorian Corra
Caroline Eugenie Costarella
Daniel Forrest Cramer
Hazel Rose Crawford
Serina Nichole Crosson
Rosavida Michaeala Torres Cruz
Daniel Curtis-Cummings
Sarah Alice Cushman
Class of May | August 2016—Master’s Degrees (continued)

Christopher Bradford Daley
Sarah Michelle Dalton
Michelle Damas
John Walter Darrow
Nicholas James Dawes
Alexander P. Delanda
Brucine Annette Doherty
Jessica Lauren Dow
Kimberly MBF Duncan
Margarida Duque De Castela
Downhour
Paul Talbot Eaton
Janessa Marie
Elliott Baccay
Diane Uebner Elsmore
Katherine Alice Elwood
Ana Cecilia Escobar
Ji Fan
Zijun Fan
Christina G. Fang
Scott Bates Farrar
Deborah L. Farris
Nicole Marie Fernandez
Jennifer Lee Fick
Caitlin Mary Fitzpatrick
Brittany Skye Flynn
Guillaume Calibain Fournier
Paulina Irene-Agcanas Fraser
Emma Christina Fuentes
Wyndham McCormick
Galbraith
Megan Candace García
Ashley Noelle Gavidia
Negin Ghazizadeh
Dayana Givargis-Aghaie
Emily Jane Goldstein
Mary Danielle Gomez
Christine Denise Gonzalez
Alwyn Louise Greene
Heather Angela Grossbard
Catherine Diane Hageman
James Kyle Hager
Ashley Danielle Hallett
Alexis Ann Hanson
Dana Joy Harvey
Tyler Andrew Heid
Jerika Lauren Heinze
Richard Hirth
Tak Yi Ho
Morgan Henry Hoban
Anna Margaret Holm
Linda Jean Hoyne
Marius Florin Iordache
Veta Y. Irby Ware
Sophie Isabelle Iribarren
Monica Juliet James
Fred Jenga
Hui Jiang
Yingmei Jiang
Parminder Kaur Johal
Glennis Lynn Johnson
Kyle Dewayne Johnson
Ted Sebastian Joseph
Rene Juarez-Vazquez
Evon Kaiser
Jesse Rose Kalinsky
Delicia Antoinette Kamins
Christine E. Kastanos
Prabh Simian Kaur
Hiroki Kimiko Keaveney
Matthew Lloyd Keen
Tami Lynn Keller
Hayden Arthur Kellermeyer
Sean Darjany Kennedy
Leah Levinthal-Leff Kessler
Tehmina Khan
Nivedita Khandekar
Lexus Treasure Killingsworth
Matthew Cadier Kim
Kimberly Anne Kirley
Justin Donald Kitchen
Rosemarie Josephine Kizeik
Zachary Roy Knowlton
Jacqueline Renee Knutson
Ana Lorena Kohnen-Barberan
Robert Kok
Jennie Satomi Kong
Kyriouzos Koutsokoumnis
Victoria Mae Kromnick
Elizabeth Ann Kunz
Erin Kathleen Lake
Matthew William Lawrence
Paul Joseph Lazazzer
Dian Le
Jennifer Michelle Leeper
Daniel Scott Lemke
Jilln Renee Lentz
Nicolle Evelyn Leopardo
Stephanie Leung
Lane Noelle Lewis
Anton Li
Mengyang Li
Sefora Lieber
David Richard Liebig
Denise Lillian
Ting Lin
Christopher Brian Longenecker
Navil Lopez
Hannah Yvonne Louis
Callan R. Lujan
Ashley Cristian Lunsford
James Elliot Lykens
Sandy Ma
Michael William Macon
Crystal Madriles
Malcolm Movaha1 Mafi
Sahana Kiron Magal
Dale Arvy Dagar Maglalang
Annecy Margit Majoros
Daniel Mattox
Rachel Marie McDonald
Whitney Katherine Lee
McEachern
Megan Brooke McGee
Sara Elise McGee
Kate Elizabeth McGrath
Matthew Cyrus McKinnie
John Lawrence McWilliams
Ashlie Mariev Meredith
Andrew James Meyers
Cameron Garver Michels
Radu George Mihalache
Hannah Marie Miller
Kelsey Noelle Miller
Rhiannon Christine Milliard
Beth Amy Minor
James Mitchell
Liatile Betty Patricia Mohale
Marbeya Celina Montero
Tanjuaniakan Pon’Vay Moore
Alexandra Elaine Morford
Jessica Lindau Mosby
Jung Kyu Na
Jill Forest Rose Nagy
Roberto Francisco Narvaez
Gillian Samukezi Ngubane
Michelle Hong An Phu Nguyen
Takuma Nishiike
Maria Lourdes Santiago
Nocedal
Jaqueline Dias Novo
Nasanjargal Baatarjav O’Leary
Kathleen Nicole O’Neal
Jamie Elizabeth O’Quinn
Maureen Atieno Obadha
Ogohuckwu Amalachuku Obi
Desun Oka
Mushtaq Ahamd Omar
Katherine Miyeko Osaki
Juan Sebastian Osan
Anthony Rainwater Palmer
Shufen Pan
Vedranu Pantic
Trisha Ophelia Vicente Paule
Kristin Hughes Pelsis
Shuyu Peng
Kristina Joyce Pfeifer
Hieu Thanh Nguyen Phan
Robert Michael Picciotto
Angel Pilar Moreno
Anna Patricia Pons
Anne Melissa Potter
Lastra Prajapati
Griselda Preciado-Huete
Christina G. Premutati
Keven Pruit
Carolyn Brooke Ramirez
Seyed Pooya
Razavi Ghanfarokhi
Ashley Marie Reclite
Jenny Melena Marie Regas
Emily Nanea Renteria
Zaviera Bonita Reyes
Joshua Daniel Rhodes
Alanna Rae Rickards Vaught
Aimee Sue Riechel
Keith Raymond Roche
David Brandon Rodriguez
Mark Joseph Rogers
Lars Christian Rosager
Samuel Joseph Paul Rubin
Molly Kristine Ruhl
Alex Cornelius Ruiz
Sage Elizabeth Russo
Monica Sain
Nicholas Lane Salazar
Salvador Sanchez
Candice Amanda Sawyer
Andrea Rose Scally
Jessica Schmonsky
Aurelia Schwarzmann
Anne Elizabeth Sciacca
Nathan Severin
Rehena Shaka
Casey M. Shannon
Rose R. Shannon
Heejuung Sim
Lily Golan Simmons
Nathaniel Charles Simon
Patrick Daniel Skeels
Rachel E. D. Small
Murray Derek Smith
Gabriela Estephanie Solis
Laurel Ann Somers
Katherine Ann Song
Eileen Wei Lin Soon
Jean Tracy De Vega Soriano
Alexandra Marie Sotiriads
Victoria Ann Spencer
Catherine Gretchen St. Marie
Stephanie Michaela St. Onge
Mercedes Capistrano Sta Ana
Nicholas Edward Steele
Samuel Benjamin Stein
Justin Gabriel Steinberg
Joy Ellen Stewart Williams
Anna Justine Studwell
Linda Susan Swanson
April Lynn Swenson
Timothy Robert Szarnicki
Keiko Takenaka
Jose Buenaventura Tanquilut
Ella Lorraine Villasenor
Tarnate
Michael William Taylor
Alen Tersakyan
Robert J. Thomsen-Friedman
Sherifa Titilayo Tiamiyu
Jessica Tju
Lauren Elisabeth Tombari
Stephen Torres Esquer
Hanh My Mai Tran
Matina Marie Tryforos
Christian Brian Tuell
Jared Daniel Tumazi
Andrew Joseph Tuomey
Suzanne Evelyn Ubick
Lisa Marie Unger
Daphnee Marie Galvante Valdez
Pilar Rosario Velasquez
Irving Velazquez
Adele Suzanne Marie Veyssiére
Radoslav Georgiev Vuchkov
Chelsea Lee Waters
Joseph David Watkins
Jeanette Watson
Zixiang Wei
Eric Alan Weidner
William Earl West
Nathaniel T Whitaker
Olga Ardulov White
Erin Elise Wiegand
Stephen Paul Wilcox
Ashley Christine Williams
Paul Christopher Williams
Tara G. Wolfe
David Wong
Megan Philip Woodrich
Shuo Wu
Xin Xie
Xiaoye Xu
Xi Yang
Wen Yao
Jessica Elaine Yee
Christina Elizabeth Yermanov
Chuqi Yi
Alyssa Lauren Youngquist
Paymun Zargar
Yilun Zhang
Dana Rae Zimpelman
Ana Marie Marie Zipagan

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER of SCIENCE

Benedict Trinidad Abdon
Stephanie Aborida
Melissa Adams
Alisa Anne Aguirre
Xiaobei Ai
Tarah Al-Haise
Arturo Altamirano
Fernando Altmann
Colin Dominic Amato
Cynthia Jane Anderson
Guadalupe Arambula
Samantha Lee Ashford
Sarah Strickler Averill
Maria Beatriz Ayala
Galen Andrew Aymar
Benjamin Barboza
Shannon Noelle Barry
Karishma Bava
Lauren Elizabeth Bell
Christopher Mario Belmondo
Veronica Teixeira Benites
Megan Lynn Bingen
Christopher Biondi Steven
Biondi
Shannon Leigh Black
Amie Tat Brady
Emily McCallister Braley
Puneet Kaur Brar
Jeffrey Ryan Brown
Priscilla Beach Brown
Rebecca Kathleen Buddington
Andrea Leann Bueno
Erika Milagros Bueno
Jason Bradley Burmack
Abraham King Cada
Allen Guo Yang Cai
Erin Louise Campbell
Charles Vanlong Cao
David Andrew Robert Carrillo
Charles Junior Castillo
Melissa Marie Castro
Connie Chan
Megan McDonald Chan
Natalie Renee Chan
Noreen Timog Chan
Winnie Chan
Dheeraj Chawla
Shi Jie Chen
Ameya Anand Chhatre
Kay Choi
Trevor Chow
Thomas C.H. Chu
Mark Alexander Ciano
Brenda Cisneros
Natalie Marie Cohen
Sofia Helene Collins
Daniel Colin Constantz
Melissa Kathleen Cornish
Claudia Corona
Edith Alexandra Corrales
Brice James Crandall
Rebecca Emily Crowe
Krista De Castella
Christian Thomas Denney
Carrie Ann Dent
Zachary Glenn Derossette
Jennifer Dijoseph
Elin Jessica Dong
Patty Dong
Lauren Christina Door
Milin Yatin Doshi
Andre Alexander Douglas
Octavian Drulea
David Cortez Duncga
Caitlin Patricia Eddy
Dara Elizabeth Engel
Gregory David Erickson
Rebecca Ann Evind
Bradley Michael Fahn
Jose Farias
Margaret Anne Feeney
Maria Cristina Menguito
Fernandez
Nicolas Jean Arthur
Filippi de la Palavesa
Kathleen Grace Flach
Rosario Rosario Freyre
Theresa Fritz-Endres
Cara Alyse Gallagher
Danilo Ezequiel Garcia
Nicole Monica Geitner
Jennifer Rose Genetti
Iliyana Borislavova Gesheva
Kathy Lee Gikas
Casey Leigh Gold
Jennifer Leigh Goldberg
Jessica Ann Gong
Aparna Gopalakrishnan
Murry Ami Abida Adoma
Gourdet
Nathaniel Cameron Greig
Yana Karina Guerrero
Danielle Brianne Haffey
Kasey Sarah Hamilton
Maha Abdellatif Hararah
Jillian Ashley Harris
Molly Elizabeth Hartzell
Ahmed Hassani
Matthew C. Heimark
Mehrdad Hejazian
Shawn Wesley Henderson
Yvonne W. Ho
Magda Karolina Holda
Kristin Holmes
Larisa Lesnikova Holt
Nan Elizabeth Howard
Micaela Alon Ignacio
Aleksey P. Ignatov
Tsubasa Ikemoto
Rushab Indi
Pradnya Nirmal Jain
Pratik Prakash Jaiswal
Dominique Dheris Johnson
Devin Josterk
Frances Hope Jones
Bradley Derek Jong
Nikol Kristine Juarez
Justin Arras Kader
Pavitra Mukund Kansara
Alexandra Thom Kaplan
Burcin Kelez
Won Il Kim
Sally Elizabeth King
Alexandra Kirtchik
Ariel Jade Kuhn
Jillian Emi Kusumoto
Jessica Ya-Yun Kwan
Jocelyn Elizabeth Lancaster
Annie Le
Shirin Leclere
Allison Mariko Lee
Christina Lynda Lee
Tricia Louise Lee
Dagimhiwat Hailu Legesse
Jackson Leong
Anica Sara Leon-Weil
Huan Lei Li
Jessica Man-Yee Li
Devin Robert Liner
Tamara Joy Lipton
Rui Liu
Benjamin Charles Locke
Matthew Doss Long
Eduardo Liberato Lujan
Lydia J. Ma
Losaline Mafuahingano-Muli
Erica Mai
Nadia Makoor
Jeffrey P Mancera
Peter Emilio Manzo
Marissa Sally Martinez
Saurabh Mohan Marulkar
Leslie Mateo
Francesca Reyes Mauricio
Kristen Marie McGraw
Stephanie Nozomi Meier
Morgan Teal Meyers
Nidhi Miglani
Yvonne Fae Thompson Milham
Haylie Patricia Mills
Mama Moarrefzadeh
Akash Madhusudan Moodbidri
Robert Kim Moon
Shauna Rose Moss-Maguire
Nicole Stanton Mott
Zishan Muhammad
Lily Margaret Murphy
Shereen Nassar
Geraldo Tasso De Andrade
Rocha Neto
Pui Yee Ng
Andrew Robert Nieblas
Mary Gertrude Nolan
Michelle Elizabeth Oden
Andrew Z. Ontano
Lauren Kiyomi Oshiro
Claudia M Padilla
Jessica Padilla
Dheerendra Pratap Singh Panwar
Hiton Atulkumar Patel
Sammy Patenotte
Jamie Lynn Pawloski
Hazal Pektas
Maria Milagros Pereira Luppi
Gil Perez
Missy Trananh Pham
Tania Nurith Pollak
Maricela Prado
Jayanthi Puniamoorthy
Jacqueline Alexandria Quintana
Luis Quintanilla
Nithya Raghunath
Prashis Raghuwanshi
Adela Araceli Ramos
Luz M. Reyes
Samantha Noel Rivera
Jonathan Julius Deonn Robinson Anthony
Jeanette Lyzette Rodriguez John Rodriguez
Julie Anne Rolla
Kristopher Paul Romero
Virginia Medrano Rosales
Beetor Roy-Ikpah
Rosen Salmo
Mia Nicole Sandoval-Lum
Avinash Sannanaranagouda
Arpineh Sarian
Amrita Gururaj Savadatti
Lisa Michelle Serrano
Shahbaz M. Shaikh
Sarah Shamsi
Jackie Shay
Arash Shervin
Bitul Sinha
Renee Lynn Sison
Danielle Marie Soltis
Maria Antonieta Soriano-Miranda
Kevin Seth Stockmann Kelli Lynn Stratton
Pradeep Sundar Sundaravadivel
Dennis Rene Tabuena
Mounica Tadikonda
Francesca Royale Thompson Derek James Travis Jennifer Casey Trinkle
Dawn Katherine Trujillo
Khiet Truong
Kristine Anne Tulio
Alexander Ayon Valencia
Lidia Veremenko-Lobenberg
Arthur H. Vigil
Amanda Ann Vissering
Ashley Truc Mai Vo
Suchi Ramesh Vora
Alyssa Quyenanh Vu
Michelle Patricia Wallace
Vivian Sin Yan Wan
Asaf Albert Weinberg
Danielle Elizabeth Ryan Wittorp
Taryn Jennifer Wong
Leanna Rose Wright
Xiaoyan Xiao
Jaimee Hideko Yamaoka
Xue (Cher) Yang
Bardhyl Ymeri
Thomas Joseph Yockachonis
Jiaqi Zhang
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Madelyne Marie Oliver Per Jonas Emanuel Olsson Naser M. Qurtam Rachel Claire Robins Sargis Sargsyan Xingye Shao Kristine Danielle Simons Ryan George Stewart Shagun Tewari Duy Can Trang Leo Lingfeng Yang Amir Magdi Hanafi Yousef Karolina Zosicz Max Zschoch
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER of FINE ARTS
Shannon Mahinalani Abac Lisa Alice Chiolak Alden Kimberley Acobo Arteche Nash Bellows Zihao Chen Eilish Christina Cullen Kacy Victoria Cunningham Bernadette Marie Flynn Elizabeth Chantal Kaida Jennifer Ann Kulbeck Robert Neal Martin Lauren Amber Mendoza Austin Dane Messick Justin Taylor Robinson Jennifer Marie Salmeron Sohrab Shahmohammad Mirab Noa Silver Alexis Jordan Sloan Karly Anne Stark Natasha Dennerstein Tansey Leah Virsik Ryan Andrew White
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER of PUBLIC HEALTH Sinella Aghasi Moshabad Erik William Flaten Reuben Isadore Zellman
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER of MUSIC Alison Eleanor Aldridge Jaennika Patrice Aniag Adriana Ermelinda Argueta Kanelle Aneth Barreiro Claire Bleymaier Jillian Cathey Botkin Kathleen Sison Cabanayan Erin Lee Flores Ethan Giang Alice Guan Shaun Morgan Kennedy Elizabeth Joy Krobeth
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
MASTER of SOCIAL WORK
Kameron Nicole Baker
Ali Mara Carrasco
Tiffany Michelle Cruckshank
Emily Nicole Daniel

Kimberly Shari’ De Caires
Ichitey
Colin Francis Hunt
Knar Kahkejian
Danielle Maria Kaho
Guilermo Lee
Jeffrey Cheng Lin
Gabriela Marie Mendoza
Abigail Cassiopeia Monberg
Olga Lucia Muñoz

Nataliya Panchenko
Martina Marie Spilman
Karla Stehl
Alicia Marie Tatum
Jason Nishihara Kujaski Vergara
Katrina Nicole Warren
Ashley Rose Wood
Cailen Nobles Wright
Alice P. Wu-Cardona
Margot Luisa Yasukawa

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE
DOCTOR of PHYSICAL THERAPY

Jordan N. Davis
Ashlee Hicks Eastman
Seth James Elliot
Jessica Reiko Endo
Merritt Cayabyab Fernandez
Jason Frank Gee
Larkin Elizabeth Grant
Shannon Marie Halpin
Anthony Douglas Harrell
Sonja Kranzfelder
Jonathan David Kretschmer
Brett Matthew Lando
Nicole Jenelle Marini
Natalie Biralde Martinez
Jessica Ann McConahay
Laura Elizabeth McIvoy
Olga Nezhevenko
Matthew Mitsuoyoshi
Nobusada-Flynn
Rebecca Marie Noonan
Laura Elizabeth Plambeck
Daniel Cooper Robeson
Alissa Michelle Sanchez
Ahmad Raad Shebib
Jaime Carlo Silangcruz
Ashley Rae Sommers
Ellen Dahl Stuck
Patrick Liam Sullivan
Jennifer Thu Truong
Christina Takako Tsutsumi
Arpita Anil Vaidya
Sarah Ann Whiteford
Stacie Anne Wong
Megan Marie Yamashiro
Ciel Turiya Yogis
Brian Charles Ziegler
Carolina Zubiri

The Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership degree is awarded by the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

The Doctor of Physical Therapy (clinical) degree is awarded jointly by the Board of Regents of the University of California and the Board of Trustees of the California State University.
BACHELOR’S DEGREES

BACHELOR of ARTS
Graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Roxana Aghili
Nicole Mele Anuu
Emily Judith Bispo
Aleksay Vasil Bolyshkanov
Jennifer Le Ling Chao
Jaclyn Taylor Derenzi
Jackey Ip
Kandice Alyssa Knopp
Noora Pui Yun Lew Larson
Nicholas Gerard Maltagliati
Eric Paul Noble
Peter Michael Pawlak
Joseph Quang Pham
Zachary Edan Rotter
Jennifer Ling Tse

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Simone Pereika Arasimowicz
Karla Rocio Barajas
Gabriela Marie Barraza
Susanne Blunck
Cynthia Jacklynn Cardenas
Nicole E.L Chang
Kassandra Nicole Chavez
Si Chen
Micah John Csider
Fernesa Echevarria
Mia Jennifer Eliebrecht
Daniel Thomas Hamer
David Vance Hayham
Casey Danielle Lyons
Kaylin Marie Masis
Scott Glenn McMullin
Jennifer Tina Michaels
David Ka Wai Pan
Megan Noelle Pettley
Haley Veronica Scheier
Danielle Colleen Schreiner
Beth Hannah Sohn
Olga Terets

CUM LAUDE
Thomas Connor Bahlo
Kaill Baird
Victoria Luisa Barrios
Gabriella Maria Baxter
Dominic Re Biancalana
Chrystal Chanel Spencer
Bowdry
Danielle Joell Brown
Shelle Chen
Lindsay Schwediman Clark
Thomas Joseph Collins
Shannon Anne Marie Conkling
Christopher Raymond Conway
Noah Daniel De La Cruz
Sarah Elizabeth Defino
Natasha Dumas
Zeke Jose Edwards
Ryan David Engstrom
Kayla Rae Flynn
Andrew Leonel Galicia
Catherine Naomi Grace
Gayaldo
Nanami Erica Gibo
Nicholas John Gomez
Steven H. Gomez
Marcus Jonathon Gabriel Griffiths
Donovan Dovre Hendrick
Amanda N. Hildebrand
Kristen Danielle Hunter
Ryan Derek Jang
Jannell Quetzaly Jäureguti
Rebecca Lynne Kalinowski
Rupinder Kaur
Alexandra Rose King
Brittany A. Kirk
Fionnola Catherine Kirwan
Jonathan Cs Kuo
Vivian Lai
Brixby (Stephanie) Saffire Larzelier
Jin Li
Vanessa Li
Sina Lippelt
Brenten Gust Lovato
Terilyn Pui Kau Ma
Brianna Lisa MacCallum
Amandeep Mangat
Carolyn Denise Marquez
Abeer Hassan Mashal
Mary Rose Miguel
Zachary Edward-Vidal Miller
Pavo Miskic
Mary Elizabeth Mondrus
Cynthia Anahi Morfin
Jorge Ismael Mota
Elizabeth Anne Murphy
Rahul Nand
Toan Le Thanh Nguyen
Nicole Gabrielle Villasin
Novalies
Ariana Olievsky
Hinano Omochi
Leor Moshe Paley
Stephanie A. Perkins
Richard Leonard Polote
Sonya Faye Pope
Dylan James Prindle
Lisa Anne Raskin
Rosemarie Rodriguez
Martha Sanchez-Cammin
Alexandra Elizabeth Seymour
Iman Zahra Sheikh
Gabriela Michelle Solis
Russell Ridgeway Stephens
Bidya Subedi
Kristel May Tanco
Corethia Jackson
Teerawattanasook
Brian Keoko Williams
Erica Wong
Natalie Amelia Woodward
Kathleen Elizabeth Wright
Shirley Zhu

BACHELOR of ARTS

Cecilia Magdalena Abate
Dola Anson Abdulla
Carolina Abraham
Ranya Salim Abuaita
Edrene Coo Abueg
Reuben Joseph Agnina Deveras
Hannah Catherine Akman
John Alas
Xxx Alatenggaridi
Christina Romilia Alberto
Erika Terezia Alcalde
Jacqueline Andrea Aldana
Elena Beth Alderman
Alan Marty Alfaro Villalobos
Adnan Alisic
Hannah Grace Allen
Donald Gene Allmer
Nooshin Alrwais
Rima Alrwais
Jacqueline Malka Altman
Coralia Y. Alvarado
Robert Mitchell Alvarado
Ariya Rani Amin
Matthew Lamar Anderson
Mia Mika Anderson
Jacqueline Kristen Angulo
Brisa Arcos
Jolene Adriana Arias
Erik Benjamin Aro
Lorenzo Miguel Arreguin
Arnold Balino Arreola
Erendira Arreola
Maria Abelin Arzate
Wardah Asaba
Michael Teshome Asrat
Kathia Marie Avila
Edgar Antonio Ayala
Islam Saleh Ayyad
Manal Saleh Ayyad
Mark Majid Azimi
Kelsey Patrice Bair
Baxter Nolan Ballard-Watkins
Marcos A. Banales
Emily Elizabeth Banks
Alyssa Katherine Bartulio
Allison Theresia Bassi
Esra Bebek
Chase Castillo Beecroft
Anthony Christopher Belef
Danita Marie Bell
Brianna Frances Belvin
Amanda Danielle Benson
Kayla Marie Bergado
Maya Elizabeth Bergman
Gaspar Javier Bernal
Brendan Scott Bill
Colin Lee Blake
Celeste W Bogle
Lev Bogusiewicz
Wayne B. Bonilla
Von Bonges
Lark Ione Brady
Megan Kay Brimm
Cortney Marcellas Brown
Henry Edward Brown
Herman Dean Brown
Jeramie Shord Shields Brown
Jordan Thomas Howard
Brunner
Monica Buenrostro
Madelyn Grace Burgo
Frederick Brabante Burgos
Waynisha Michelle Butler
Ciaran Connor Byrne
Barbara Sofia Cabrera
Berenice Alejandra Cabrera
Colin Cai
Jiaju Cai
Jesse Samuel Cajchum
Nina Renee Calderon
Brian Keith Callahan
Vanessa Valdez Caluza
Calla Gabrielle Camero
Mayra Capristo
Evan Michael Cardell
Priscia Ellen Carpenter
Shirley Beltas Casco
Nolan John Casey
Lorenzo Tomas Castillo
Rosa Maria Castillo
Maria Belen Castillo Sanchez
Ariella Castillo-Duvivier
Frances Michelle Catano
Natalie Ann Catassi
Erika Elizabeth Caturay
Dianna Eliza Cazarez
Samuel Thomas
Crickard-Rosen
Leeann Rose Crisman
Matthew Alexander Criste
Ricardo Cruz-Chong
Theresa Foster Cundall
Clayton Samuel Curtice
Deisherey Dee Dacucuy
Gabriela Reyes Damaz
Nguyen Duy Dang
Magdalena Mia De La Cruz
Lizbeth Margrethe Agbayani De Lemos
Kevin Maurilio De Nico
Derek Joseph Dees
Erika Delacruz
Rachel Michelle Deluca
Nathan W. Dere
Carmine Antonio Di Donato
Claudia Pamela Diaz
Eliana Diaz Diaz
Francisco Diaz
Anthoni Charles Dike
Felicia Nan Mings Distad
Cuong "Dewey" Do
Lydia Haley Doane
R-Jay Bautista Dominia
Allison Jean Doody
Tyler Louis Dorsett
Brendan Joseph Doyle
Shelby Rose-Margaret Dribnak
John Stephen Dunn
Jerayln B Durias
Lauren Alexandra Dwyer
Paris-An Cortez Dymes
Savannah Jo Eberhardt
Louina Elassali
Mackenzie Ellis
Matthew Devapiriam
Emmanuel
Lauren Michele Engbritson
Wangchen Joshua Engels
Fernando Escobar
Sarah Jane Escobedo
Marcelo Adam Espinal
David Cody Fangudes
Sarah Marie Felker
Nicholas Robert Ferrari
Kate Fuenteclara Ferrer
Rachel Matilda Fiege
Colin Matthew Filip
Michael Steven Fisher
Pamela Kay Fisher
Kyle Noel Flores
Meredith Wallace Floyd
John Grifffey Flynn
Sin Hang Fok
Michael Roy Folger
Kent William Ford
Jodie Ann Forve
Matthew Benjamin Fox
Wendy Franco-Ibarra
Kaitlynn Neve Fraser
Adam Chandler Gambel
Fabian Garcia
Mariela Vanessa Garcia
Scott Joseph Garcia
Kelly Marie Garrett
Robert Wesley Garrison
John Wendell Gehegan
Sarah Ghafari
Peter Gerardo Gil Morales
Raman Preet Gill
Sara Caitlen Gobets
Jorge Gomez
Lorenzo Antonio Gomez
Marisa Michelle Gomez
Nicholas Alexander Gomez
Xiaotao Gong
Gabrielle Gonzales
Carlos Gonzalez
Jessica Marie Gonzalez
Maribella Gonzalez
Raquel Gonzalez
Kirby Ann Gordon
Victoria Kendal Greener
Jordan David Griffin
Keturah Le Shan Guary
Justin Guerra
Natalie Rica Guerrero
Russell Ramos Guevarra
Danika Louise Guinto
Reyna Joana Gutierrez
Imelda Guzman De Anda
Nebiat Haile
Aaron Christian Haines
Anna Leigh Haley
Alexander Kenichi Hall
Dillon James Hartwig
Ajbola Thomas Hassan
Rebecca Ellen Haydon
Alexander Connor Helman
Lisa Dercher Her
Jose Luis Hernandez
Robert C. Herndon
George Albert Herrera
Richard Joseph Hertzog
Jenna Elizabeth Hewitt
Kelly Tatsuko Higashi
Kari Nicole Hill
Christopher W. Ho
David Chung Hoang
Kalie Elizabeth Hodgin
Stephen Patrick Hoffman
Nicholas Alexander Holmes
Anisa Christina Horigomi
Marika Hoshi
Joann Hua
Irene Huang
Gavin Daniel Huckaby
Noah John Huebner
Nicholas Nielsen Huggett
James Jung Huh
Kristen Emily Huei
Kevin Lee Hunter
Rachel Anne Hunter
Tori Simone Hunter
Connie Huynh
Molly Khin Way Min Hwe
Tat Sang Iong
Jayme Lee Jackson
Vanessa Marie Jaime
Alexander Michael James
Eduardo Jimenez
Izel Gabrielle Jimenez Ruiz
Camille Michelle Johnson
Amy Lee Jones
Audra Rae Jones
Dakhi Joseph Jones
Amber Yamillet Joseph
Allica Jun
Inderpreet Kaur Kahlion
Parmvir Singh Kang
Genevieve Bredina Katoa
Mishaneh Fatemeh Khorsan
Jassamin Natascha
Khoshbakht
Blake Kibo
Nicole Joy Kidd
Can Ali Kicic
Bria Anise Kilkeny
Hyun-Ha Kim
Kayla Masako Kimura
Maria Jimena Kirk
Jay Masami Kishi
William Anthony Kline
Kayla Marie Knowles
Benjamin Michael Krantz
Adam Kuang
Christine Jh Kuang
Rina Kubota
Lorelai Kube
Dazzy La
Kyle Timothy Lim Labaro
Armi B. Labitan
Andrew Lam
Arthur Lam
Hannah Thida Lam
Wesley Willming Lam
Joseph John Lami
Ryan Landes-Gilman
Melanie Nicole Lane
Cameron John Langdell
Christopher A. Larson
Elmer Francis Layden
Dung Thi Le
Loretta Nga Le
Caroline S. Lee
Ka Shing Lee
Graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Saja Abdulrahman Alhussain
Ashley Rae Bennett
Fatima Ezzahra Bensadek
Mary Catherine Bustabade
Tom Ming Chan
Wicky Cheng
Jessica Hisiao Yu Chou
Kyle Hunter Clark
Cody Kho
James Allen Klinkhammer
Hyunsook Ko
Holden Kong
Mohammad Hasan Naqvi
Britnee Lee Ochabski
Cecilie Prestrud
Kimeko Acevedo Rangel
Jennifer Renee Edwards
Nichoel Stephanie Faith
Stephanie Waie Tam
Stephanie Owyeong
Tetyana Makhnuyk
Bianca Maldonado
Kirendeeup Kaur Malhi
Jessica Joa McKeon
Randy Koji Miura
Heidi Ng
Franklin Edward Norrell
Stephanie Oweyong
Kimberly Ann Parker
Megan Noelle Pettley
Hieu Quang Pham
Sophia Quang
Elizabeth Marie Sanchez
Stephanie Waie Tam
Christian Pascual Vivero
Jodie Elizabeth Wallace
Bryanna Nicole Whitcomb
Tommy Lynn White
Terylin Wong

CUM LAUDE

Megan Danielle Beiley
Dallas Stewart Campbell
Mery Jeannette Casanga
Mi Yeon Chang
Carmen Cheng
Harry Wa Yeew Chiu
Jonathan K Chiu
Cheng Loke Chong
Joyce Granados Dantes
Ngoc Chau Dao
Chriissianne Hideo Demkee
Joseph Scott Denoia
Elis Michael Duarte
Jennessa Anne Ponco
Mark Grego Reyes
Vanessa Irene Marialies
Sarah Semaan
Connie Tran
Waiman Tran
Mark Patrick Weller
Krista Nichol Winchester
Vivian Zhu

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Anna Olenka Alvarado
Jennifer Barrueta
Janusz Javier Cadelina
Yacquelin Cervantes
Jaymee Helen Chaides
Cindy Chan
Joyce T. Chan
Nicole E.L. Chang
Kristina Jasmine Chau
Sarita Dhital
Nicholas John Foti
Jonathan Michael Gee
Mary Elizabeth Gregory
Brighid Muirghéal Halligan
Tara Hooley
Young Jamie Eun Ka
Yelena Korpacheva
Zheng Kuang
Nigorahon Kuchkarova
Shannon Lee
Jinrong Li
Linh Si Lieu
Jonathan Limon
Jia Wen Liu
Jinling Li
Tram Huyen Bich Lu
Olga Luzato
Bahodurhon Madjidov
Tetyana Makhnuyk
Bianca Maldonado
Kirendeeup Kaur Malhi
Jessica Joa McKeon
Annalisa Frances McKey
Randy Koji Miura
Heidi Ng
Franklin Edward Norrell
Stephanie Oweyong
Kimberly Ann Parker
Megan Noelle Pettley
Hieu Quang Pham
Sophia Quang
Elizabeth Marie Sanchez
Stephanie Waie Tam
Christian Pascual Vivero
Jodie Elizabeth Wallace
Bryanna Nicole Whitcomb
Tommy Lynn White
Terylin Wong

Class of January 2016—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)
Allison Rae Beach
Marisol Beas
Christopher R. Beaton
Savannah Joy Beeth
Jessica Lynn Behrens
Wasiu Bello
Kyle Edward Bencala
Tara Lynn Benner
Emily Elizabeth Bennison
Nicholas Michael Bernier
Fiorella Sujei Berrospi
Juan Alejandro Bettiz Barreda
Kayla Jean Beyer
Ajay R. Bhatia
Mekayla Ashley Blanck
Joseph Carlos Blanco
Giovanni Castillo Bonadie
Kyrzi Rose Servande
Bongbong
Alexander Charles Bonny
Robin Christopher Bordon
Brandon Afshin Borzin
Ferhat Boudeouf
Claude Beranger Boulingui
Britni Bracelin
Kimberly Vidalia Briones
Rufino Elliot Brobst
Joseph Michael Broder
Graeme Winfred Brunst
Jill Ashley Buchholz
Ngoc-Cam Thi Bui
Remi Lee Bungert
Chadwick Daniel Burnaw
Kathleen Susan Busch
Kayla Nicolette Bush
Osvaldo Carlos Caballero
Jiaju Cai
Mingfeng Cai
Mickila Edward Cain
Rizelle Mae Yan Calamucha
Deysi Nohemi Callejas Lainez
Gladyd Grace Caneveral
Katherin Yazmin Carbajal
Manuel Castello
Patrick Gabriel Estalilla
Castillo
Armando Castro
Fernanda Gabriela Castro
Jason Frank Robles Catiis
Lani C. Cavana
Salomon Cazes
Patricia Cen
Wilson Cen
Jomarsan Anthony Pascual Centi
Elizabeth Wintre Chacon
Robertos Carlos
Chagollan Duenas
Christina Vicki Chaiyaisith
Sandeepl Chamber
Alexander Michael Chan
Brian Warren Chan
Celine Wei-Yin Chan
Chung Wai Chan
Ha Chan
Joel Nathaniel Chan
Matthew Chan
William Chan
Wilson Chan
Yuk Fai Chan
Shirley Chang
Yessenia Carmen Chang
Coltin Alexander Chapman
Sarah Rose Chapman
Annette Victoria Charles
Chelsea Jane Chatin
Ronda Chau
Jennifer Chavez
Ami Yu Huan Chen
Hongjia Chen
Jin Hao Chen
Qiu Ming Chen
Shirley Mei Chen
Tony J.C. Chen
Wei Chen
Yang Chen
Kat Yi Chit Cheung
Loritita Chi
Jessica Chin
Robin Chin
Michael Ching
Christine Choa
Lian Pan Choi
Tiffany Ki Wran Choi
Daisy May-Jin Chow
Emmanuel Chow
Kathryn J. Chow
Raymond Allan Chow
Ian Keith Christensen
Christian Andrew Chu
Eva Yee Wai Chung
Mark Alexander Ciano
Dirk Amato Cionci
Brigitte Francsica Ciss
James Alexander Collins
Erika Elizabeth
Conrreras Hernandez
Raul Contreras Iii
Matthew Ivan Cordoza
Carlos G. Cornejo
Megan Christine Crouch
Nicholas Shawn-Smith Crowley
William Jude Cuevas
Jing Jasmine Cui
Emily Doroy Dacalos
Loretta S. de Guzman
Marisa Nicole De Guzman
Jeffrey Alan Dean
Dylan Anthony Debono
Juanito Zapata Del Prado
Chelsea Elizabeth
Derskissian
Daniel Joseph Desmond
Cynthia Isabel Diaz Calvo
Patricia P. Dillon
Laola Marie Dines
Gregor Divjak
Chi Ngoc Linh Do
Gianni Mario Domico
Sarah Rose Donald
Yi Dong
Aline Doyle
Dave Dube
Aaron Marino Duch
Laurence Duke
Kaira Janea Dur
Morgan Elizabeth Easton
Miriama Liana Yasmin Eckardt
Peter Evan Economos
Jessica Edathil
Brittini Allaina Elsberry
Alejandro Taguilo Elumba
Gloire Emmarfi
Kelsey Ashley Emrick
Laurel Nicole Enberg
Austin Charles Esmes
Jodie Arumi Esaki
Geneva Kim Padilla Esma
Jonathan Esperza
Mena Seifollahi Fakhri
Paulina Anna Elisabeth Falk
Aaron Farasat
Denise Nicole Farrar
Henry Joseph Lavilla
Fernandez
Kirby D. Fernandez
Elia M. Ferres
Elise Baluyut Fiel
Kathryn J. Flintand
Marla Rosario Flores
Molly Ann Flowerday
Liszanyt Fnu
Andrea Leanne Fong
Jenny Fong
Jonathan Ford
Dustin Laurent Formalejo
Abdul Malik Formoli
Oscar Acosta Formosa
Cody Lee Frank
Rachel Jean Franz
Michelle Lynn Friscia
Alexandre Gabov
Camille Soriano Gamab
Albert Peter Gambetti
Veronica Rose Gamboa
Shao Peng Gan
Yinglin Gan
Bulgan Ganbaatar
Lingling Gao
Bethany-Marie Adelaide Garcia
Cecilia Garcia
Jose Antonio Garcia
Melchizedek Ray Mendoza
Garibay
Andrea Irene Garzhoui
Amanda Autumn Gaub
Megan Marie Gaunt
Shalimar J. Gaza
Valentino Paul Gerard
Heide Elisabeth Gergus
Aubrey Andrew Gierard
Anthony Godinez
Randy I. Gonzalez
Jennifer Lynn Hoban
Jennifer Lan Huong Hoang
Norman Zen-Wai Ho
Koon Kiu Vincent Ho
Brian Justin Hidalgo
Emerald Lupita Hevener
Alma Denisse Hernandez
David Alexander Henriquez
Kimberly Christine Heller
Sonja Tuulia Heikkinen
Dustin Thomas Heaton
Weihua He
Mei Cai He
John David Abuda Hashimoto
Carmina Angelic Harris
Stephen Tanner Hanson
Will Lee Cleveland Harmon
Carmina Angelic Harris
John David Abuda Hashimoto
Sean Leslie Hawkins
Mei Cai He
Weihua He
Dustin Thomas Heaton
Sonja Tuulia Heikkinen
Kimberly Christine Heller
David Alexander Henriquez
Alma Denisse Hernandez
Michael Andrew Heser
Emerald Lupita Hevener
Brian Justin Hidalgo
Koon Kiu Vincent Ho
Norman Zen-Wai Ho
Jennifer Lan Huang Hoang
Jennifer Lynn Hoban
Daniel Patrick Hoffman
Nicholas Alexander Holmes
Andrew Raymond Holton
Jaewon Hong
Yuan Hong
Yu Qing Hong
Mavourneen Hoover
Alexander Hor Eng Jian
Akitо Horioze
David Hu
Diana Huang
Guangjun Huang
Jeffrey Huang
Jiahui Huang
Linda Huang
Stephanie Cindy Huey
Bonita Phoenix Hugh
Chun Kit Hui
Amber Marie Huizar
Jefferson Hulganga
Chase David Hurren
Christopher Allen Hurtt
Kevin Hwang
Benjamin Dillings Hyman
Roxanne Mae Almojuela
Ibasan
Hiromi Imahayashi
Jessica Iniguez
Samer Mohd Irani
Chineyenwa Adaee Iroka
Nehal Khaled Ismail
Kekoa Thomas Jackson
Rohit S. Jadhav
Miraj Jallie
Geon Jang
Karen Jang
David Jeffery Jaquess
Nomumduari Jargalsaikhan
Glen Jiang
Erik Jimenez
Layton Anthony Joe
Breanna Lee Ne Johnson
David Mark Johnson
Dominique Dheris Johnson
Jaliza Yvonne Johnson
Jordan Marcus Adrian Johnson
Zuberi Obonna Johnson
Keaton Russell Jones
Mitchell Cameron Jones
Larry Jung
Samantha Coreen Jung
Moonkyung Kimberly Kang
Juliane Josefine Kassab
Aaron Yoshimi Katekaru
Gurdeep Kaur
Karamjit Kaur
Prabhjot Kaur
Kumil Kayhani
Isabel Alyse Kehoe
Colleen Alyse Keithley
Dodje Paul Kelley
Moustafa Hadi Khalil
Eugene Young Kim
Jeeyoung Kim
Jennifer Eunie Kim
Na Young Kim
Seungkeun Kim
Taekyung Kim
Katrina Marie Kleine
Taku Kondo
Chann Veasna Kong
Travis Lyn Kopp
Lily Yue Yao Kuang
Xiayin Kuang
Bishal Kumar
Gulshan Jai Kumar
Jennifer La
Alyssa Danielle La Rosa
Mohammed Labsir
Jael Lacayo
Alejandro Lai Leung
Elizabeth Lai Rong
Jennifer Lam
Jonathan Wescott Lam
Vanessa Than Van Lam
Christopher Reyes Lantin
Raymond Lim Laquindanum
Samuel Lara
Hein Latt
Edward Man Kwong Lau
Andre Maurice Lavallier
William Alexander Lavoy
Josimar Tevi Essenam Lawson
Cindy Leaung Zhang
Benjamin Lee
Benson Yen Lee
Christina Lynda Lee
Christine Kwe Lee
Christopher Y. Lee
Goeun Lee
Jisu Lee
Justin Lee
Nathan James Lee
Tiffany Karen Lee
Devon Harrington Legge
Adam Samuel Lehrer
Christopher Lei
Juan Luis Lei
Ri Lei
Russell James Leong
Christopher Stephen Lew
Ran Li
Wing Yiu Li
Xi Li
Yangchangxiong Li
Yuanyuan Li
Hoi Lam Liang
Jimmy Liang
Lixin Liang
Ming Jaren Liang
Yanyun Liang
Siqi Liao
Yong Xiang Liao
Yuhan Liao
Ricardo Daniel Licea Gomez
Crystal Minji Lim
Sofia Limon Lam
Shufen Lin
Ting-Hui Lin
Justin Christopher Lindsey
Gui Xin Kelly Liu
Jian Cheng Liu
Yueming Liu
Andrew Lo
Vi-Ann Loc
Erica Ashley Locklar
Jackie Lok
Alejandra Lopez
Saida Lopez
Justin Nathan Louie
Emily Ngoc Lu
Meihsien Lu
Yunxiun Lu
Yunyi Lu
Shelley S. Luc
Roxana Lucero
Stephanie June Luckie
Thomas Alexander Luiz
Moises Venancio Luna Santos
Jing Luo
Ariana Marie Luster
Chun Ma
Derek J. Ma
Raymond Edward Macias-Celestina
Arca Paulo Abrenica
Magbuhat
Juan Paola Alcantara
Magnaye
Jiayi Mai
Sosefo Joshua Mailangi
Afshin Malek Nezhad Yazdi
Vica Jean D. Manuel
Sayed Ahmad Maqsood
Philip Wing Mar
Armando Javier Martinez
Jonathan Reynoso Martinez
Garrett L. Mason
Wesley Taylor Mason
Deandra Shanise Massey
Ashley G. Massieh
Anna S. Matyashova
Erin Lianne McArthur
Kenneth Allen McHoes
Alyssa Layne McIntyre
Roberto Medina
Matthew Myles Herrera
Melendres
Gloria Giovana Mendez
Rowland Boquilin Mendoza
Sabreen Michael
Joseph Jean Miesch
Rebecca Marie Mikosz
David Lucien Miller
Sidney Alan Miller
Kristen Marie Milliken
Jose Saul Mira
Gemma Diana Mirkinson
Mariya Mironyuk
Maurice Monge
Lamorea Jermaine Monroe
Taylor L. Montgomery
Pablo F. Morales
Nery J. Morales de la Cruz
Ian Richard Mounts
Rory Murphy
Camille Naught
Tanisha Naidoo
Cheryl Shyla Narain
Viktoriya A. Nebeker
Dustin Ken Nelson
Peter Kim Nelson
Cammy Ng
Jonas Ng
Peter Wing Leung Ngoi
Bich Ngoc Nguyen
Huong Thi Nguyen
Jennifer Nguyen
Kevin Nguyen
Leann Thuy Nguyen
Phuong Ngoc Kim Nguyen
Tammy Tran Nguyen
Thomas Dinh Nguyen
Trang Xuandoan Nguyen
Tri Diem Nguyen
Jon-Scott Simas Nielsen
Aria M. Nikzad
Megan Kathleen Nobert
Christopher Ephraim T. Nunez
Mia Angelica Basallo Oamil
Blanca Guadalupe
Oceguera Molinar
Omar Ochoa
Luis Ivan Ochoa-Lopez
Stefan Maxwell Ogilevee
Ryo Okuhara
Alexandra Ysabel Castro
Ongpin
Jonathan Christus Lubur Ora'A
Ruben Orta
John Paul Uy Ortez
Danzel Obinna Oruche
Lee Kunio Oshima
Ashley Amanda Oswald
Tiffany Chin Pagsanjan
Chao Pan
Linda Pan
Nina Pan
Marcio Luis Panti
Jose Manuel Paredes
Seonggun Park
Stephanie Mercedes Paschall
Kevin Alpesh Patel
Rafael Patiño
Sydnie Patterson
Raman Paul
Isabelle Lea Anne Pascual
Pe Benito
Andrew John Peckham
Liliana Perez
Kristin Nicole Perrault
Karen Kim Pham
Thien Thanh Pham
Tuan Anh Pham
Kathy Phan
Qui Phu Phan
Stephanie Marie Phomkhai
Wean Lu Phua
Michelle Manzano Phung
Nicolas Gonzalez Piccininni
Brandon Ping
Sean Michael Plotkin
Kurtis Jordan Politi
Ailreza Poursafar
Shomal Shareen Prasad
Ryan Andrew Prescott
Ryan Michael Primas
Emily Michele Prowse
Jessica Mitze Pulido
Saurav Puri
Ramadhanaya Hunaina
Purnomo
Verdina Claudia Putra
David Quach
May Quan
Glenn Viernes Quijano
Krisha Preza Quismorio
Magdalena Yamilee
Quiñones Nevarez
Stephanie Villarama Racho
Felipe Ramirez
Jessa Christine Lazaro Ramos
Alina Marie Revilla
Vladislav Reznikov
Taylor David Primady
Patrick James Riel
Alfredo Dejesus Rivas
Jose Alvaro Rivera
Bradan Christen
Roberson-Mailoux
Kenneth David Robertson
Amber Christine Rodriguez
Anthony Daniel Rodriguez
Anthony W. Rodriguez
Jeanette Maria Rodriguez
Liliana Elizabeth Rodriguez
Manuel Rodriguez
Melissa Michelle Roman
Eduardo Manuel
Romero-Pacheco
Carolyne Rose Roth
Jennifer Colette Rowland
Manon Joséé Karyne Roy
Justin Henry Runtal
Denzel Willis Russell
Judy Chan Russell
Meuy Chiem Saechao
Amelia Meyfou Saetern
Assib Mohammed Safi
Shohei Sakurai
Andres Mauricio Salamanca
Martin Antonio Salazar
Somaia Salimi
Anthony J. Sanchez
Roberto Reyna Sanchez Jr.
Grey Sanderson
Bianca Isabel Sapien
Kathryn Scarborough
Joshua Michael Scerri
Sarah Elizabeth Traves Schultz
Megan Brianna Scott
Danielle Cabuntala Sebastian
Guilraj Singh Sekhon
Hanna Louise Grusy Setrakian
Aleksandra Shai Chai
Fadi Elias Shameih
Stephen Anthony Shanahan
Mina M. Shehata
Shu Hua Shen
Jonti Evan Shepherd
Altannaran Shijibrbold
Maksim Shishkov
Andrew Michael Shreffler
Jasdeep Kaur Sidhu
Sundeep Singh Sidhu
Stephanie Mary Silva
Sundeep Singh
Johnathan Winston Siu
Stephanie Hing Yi Siu
Samuel David Skelton
Cuahtemoc U. Skidmore
Ava Caroline Silvokk
Denisha Marie Small
Daniel Norvelle Smith
Michael Robert Smith
Ryan James Smith
John Arthur Smythe
Leann L. So
Saba M. Sohail
Simeerdeep Sohal
Sang Ku Son
Kevin Renrick Arizala Socuaya
Klario Spindler
Joseph Robert Spinola
Branum Edward Spliethof
Lauren Nicole Stafford
Neal Benjamin Stafford
Alexander Joseph Stevenson
Casey Rey Stortroen
Andrew Michael Straw
Selena Stribling
Kikki Su
Liliam Suarez
Dipendra Subba
Lauren MacGregor Sully
Mao-Yu Sun
Zhe Sun
Akravin Sungkachotwong
Cassandra Nicole Szeto
Thin Quoc Ta
Jocelyn Wing-Yin Tam
Benjamin Tan
Jack Tan
Jingyu Tan
Nigel Meng You Tan
Yuhong Tan
Sherman Tan Xie Ming
Judy Get Tang
Tanya Panem Tantiyavorang
Yimin Tao
Preston Andrew Tarter
Kelly Ann Marie Tavres
Boris Alex Tavrovsky
Kaethe Kealaho Caguiao Taya
Hooman Matthew Tayebi
Yasmine Tazi
Azeb Tadele Teklezgi
Alla Ten
Diosa Marie Cabungcal Tenorio
Lilia Thai
Jessica Neena Thind
Malachi Alexander Thomas
Eric George Thompson
Fang Tian
Long Cam Tien
Ai Choo Ting
Kristina Marie Tioseco
Jessica Tizenberg
Andrew Quincy Todd
Zemen Kelsey Torres
Jorge Miguel Toval
Cristian Anthony Tovar
Leann Tovar
Brandon Vinh Tran
Kevin Dang Khoa Tran
Kien Ngoc Tran
Lori Loan Tran
Nancy Kimphuong Tran
Binh Phung Truong
Hien Thai Truong
William Truong
Aaron Lee Tsang
Chun Lok Tsang
Stephen Tsay
Chester Tse
Siu Lun Stanley Tse
Haoda Tu
Jonathan Aaron Tuck
Raymond Lance Underhill
Jose Ureta
Class of January 2016—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)

Tawnee Keala Vallar  
Melissa Van Lohuizen  
Nestor Brigidio Vasquez  
Daniel Johannes Verschoor  
Priscilla Alexis Villagran  
Diana Rae Manalo Villaro  
Alicia Villegas  
Andrew Edwin Villegas  
Phung Sy Vong  
Jacklyn Voong  
Allison Sarah Walker  
Pushan Wang  
Si Wang  
Tyler M Westerman  
Kaitlyn Nicole White  
Marlyn Williams  
Taya Celestene Winkle  
Allyson Yee Wong  
Carson Wong  
Eric T. Wong  
Michelle Wong  
Sandria J. Wong  
Stacey Akemi Wong  
Wency Wong  
Hau Ying Fiona Woo  
Victoria Marie Woodcock  
Amy Qing Qiu  
Dennis L. Wu  
Dihui Wu  
Dominic Wu  
Donald Wai Young Wu  
Janny Wu  
Qian Ying Wu  
Shuqiao Wu  
Yanjun Wu  
Xue Xia  
Yiqian Xiao  
Rui Xiu  
Kun Xu  
Taleen Tami Yaghnam  
Jin Yang  
Jingjing Yang  
Johnson Ling Jun Yang  
Xiyu Yang  
Ziqi Yang  
Willie Competente Yachping  
John Ye  
Bella Yee  
Erica Yeh  
Ryan Jerome Dizon Ylagan  
Teruyuki Yokoi  
Cemre Yolveren  
Evan Wai Sing Young  
Victor Young  
Andrew Nicholas Yount  
Jieting Yu  
Puyang Yu  
Yang Yu  
Emilio Francisco Yunizal  
David Zahriya  
Omar Zamarripa  
Swe Swe Zan  
Shahryar Zarrinmehr  
Naser Rwhi Zeidan  
Catherine Zeng  
Elizabeth Esperanza  
Zepeda-Esquivel  
Baozhu Zhang  
Junming Zhang  
Kewen Zhao  
Liangbin Zhao  
Jieli Zheng  
Yuu Zhang  
Zhihao Zheng  
Kevin Jianyu Zhou  
Xiaozhou Zhou  
Yuanming Zhou  
Zhida Zhou  
Ling Yuan Zhu  
Yuelan Zhu  
Jiazhu Zhuang  
Yue Zhuo

BACHELOR of MUSIC  
Graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Dalton Darby McLaughlin

BACHELOR of MUSIC
Margaret Eugenia Bezaitis  
Justin David Klava

CLASS OF JANUARY 2016

MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER of ARTS

Joshua Patrick Converse  
Henrique De Moraes Cordeiro  
Zachariah John Costa  
Stephanie Irene Crabtree  
Sophia Cruz Montaño  
Brittany Rose Darpino  
Daniel Joseph Anthony Deluca  
Brandy Nicole Deminna  
Katherine Alice Dicker  
Yi Ding  
Russell Allen Esmus  
Jenna Helene Feest  
Melia Kimber Fernandez  
Andrea Kathleen Finn  
Kara Y. Frame  
Ryan Thomas Francis  
Henry Saracho Francisco  
Lea Kathryn Gabay  
Matthew Marlin Gardner  
Kathleen Claire Gerede  
Samuel Abraham Ginn  
Scott Ashland Gordon  
Carolina Gratianne  
Sephora Danielle Green  
Jesse C. Greenwald  
James William Gribble  
Deirdre Rae Hallman  
Lorraine Marie Handy  
Calen James Horton  
Jennifer Huey  
Syeda Sonya-Shirleen Huq  
Richard S. Isaacs  
Emma Palakika James  
Jackie Elizabeth Jin  
Rachel Marie Kayce  
Eliot Andrew Kelly  
Sheri Lynn Kennedy  
Kayla Nicole Kenton  
Rachel E. Masters Krapperich  
Sophie Louise Laidler  
Belinda Lam  
Kristina Rugg Langner  
Allison Pui Yan Lee  
Kuan-Ching Lee  
Miranda Leibowitz  
Manshuen Li  
Mengyu Liu  
Jordan Lee Loey  
Collin Ludlow-Mattson  
Suzanne Cuzzolin Mahler  
Ariel Nichole Majorana  
Ahmad Mansur  
Anne Lea Martin  
Christopher Frank Masciari  
Laura Faith Maxwell  
Lisa Marie McCarty  
Andre Michelle Medina  
Andrew Jason Seok Ho  
Menegat  
Marisela Tiffany Meskus  
Cynthia Elizabeth Miranda  
Michelle Ann Mogannam  
Yalda Mohammadi  
Anne Morack  
Margarita Mukhsinova  
Mira Nabulsi

Yuii Zheng
Gita Nezamfar
Debra Mary Nicholson-Basham
Allison Kay Nixon
Chrysal Rose O’Connor
Laura Anne O’Grady
Melissa Kathleen O’Mahony
Bryn Ann Potter O’Shea
Tyler Eric Olsson
Jennifer May Pudget
Katherine James Papoe
Walter Lasseigne Parenteau
Raymond Jhee Young Park
Aida Pasica-Tran
Brendan James Peacock
Timothy Robert Peak
Lindsay Gene Pence
Alexa Claudine Pinney
Natalia Podgornova
Jessica Rachel Poe
Delonzo Gilberto Pope
Aaron Reisman
Jenna Claire Rentz
Erika Reyes
Melissa Ann Garcia Rivers
Karla Patricia Lanzas Rojas
Jessica Cecilia Rusca
Lynee Michelle Sanute
Shadis Lewis Savo
Jon David Wesley Settell
Thamer Mohammed Shawesh
Doug Siebum
Antoinette Ronell Siguenza
Bruce Simon
Lavette Alicianna Spencer
Tritan Robert Spencer
Min Sun
Robert Edward Talley
Bonnie Ann Taylor
Melwyn S. Torres
Ebony Towner
Michelle Tran
Victoria Hsu Trang
Marie-Rose Clara Trudelle
Charla Nicole Vazquez
Fatemeh Veisi
Enrique Villasana
Tamy Vo
Kari Leaann Volonte
Nathaniel Lucas Waletzko
Lara Jaana Wallen
Olivia Mary Ward
Shaun David Wargowsky
Alexandra Bailey Wells
Amy Rose Wigglesworth
Brandon Ford Winston
Shirley Ma Wong
Bryan Nathan Wurster
Claudio Marcelo Yerahian
Ti Zhang
Yingying Zhang

MASTER of SCIENCE

Ashley Amanda Ahern
Brandon Duke Ahlstrom
Imran Mahmood Alavi
Ryan John De Los Reyes
Alfonso
Nereida Angulo
Daniel Edward Asarnow
Rosemary Atchity
Neli Borisova Avramova
Allison Haley Barnes
Yehudit Berman Harel
Emily Dee Blanchard
Delgersuren Bold
Brittni Bracelin
Beverly Anne Lodevico Briones
Jill Ashley Buchholz
Kayla Nicolette Bush
Natalie Grace Chambers
Christine Wei-Yin Chan
Xiao Chang
Ryan Moore Charleston
Chin-Chia Chou
Darragh Lillian Clancy
Mae Michelle Cowgill
Jennifer Renee Deem
Rohit Deshpande
Danielle Nicole Desmet
Jie Dong
Sarah Susan Dopson
Michael Joseph Duffield
Laurie Margaret Duffy
Christine Michele Emery
Dena Claire Emmerson
Adrienne Lee Ferguson
Hui Fung
Kathryn J. Finnland
Andrea Leanne Fong
David Freund
Veronica Gasco
Amanda Autumn Gaub
Heide Elisabeth Gergus
Trevor David Gokey
Violeta Grigorescu
Marie Katherine Hamilton
Dustin Thomas Heathen
Kimberly Christine Heller
George Howard Herzog
Jennifer Lan Huo Huan
Jennifer Lynn Hoban
Mavourneen Hoover
Timothy Andrew Hopkins
Wei Tse Hsiao
Diana Huang
Stephanie Cindy Huey
Ryan Edward Hulett
Siddharth Govind Jankar
Allison Nicole Johnson
Jaliza Yvonne Johnson
Jill Marlene Jones
Beatriz Angela Kowalski
Lily Yue Yao Kuang
Graham Ensley Larue
Christine Kwe Lee
Eddie Lee
Henry F. Liu
Nathan Luis
Mehrdad Mahdavi Khiasi
Yaamini Harshitha Mantha
Deaundra Shaniase Massey
Ashley G. Massie
Erin Lianne McArthur
William Jesse McClellan
Brianna McCoy Chapman
Anna Lee McClymer
Laurie Michelle Melroy
Kristen Marie Milliken
Gemma Diana Mirkinson
Kayla E. Montiel-Papali
Sonia Marie Morlina
Leda Maria Moyyes-Quiroga
Ryan Christopher Munoz
Jourdan Robert Myles
Miko Rain Abraham Nadel
Carole Tatsumi Fukui
Nakamura
Arvin Palomar Neyes
Huong Thi Nguyen
Tammy Tran Nguyen
Jonathan Martin Olson
John Paul Uy Ortiz
Tony John Paul
Sofia Raye Prado-Irwin
Akshita Puli Arun
Rahul Varma Pusapati
Janet Ramirez
Mahwash Riaz
Nainoa Richardson
April Holden Robinson
Megan Adele Robles
Hunvil Jaquelin Rodrigues
Melissa Michelle Roman
Sally Ann Rose
Shawn Thomas Rosenthal
Jenna Madelyn Rudwick
Kathryn Scarborough
Lauren Ashley Scheinberg
Megan Brianna Scott
Hannah Louise Shere
Conlan Thomas Shione
Megan Silvia
Manavjot Singh
Simerdeep Sohal
Shannon Elizabeth Strong
Jason Jerome Suchecki
Kumari Sweta
Marcel Talla Kouete
Jocelyn Ying-Yin Tam
Yi Tang
April Lynn Toledo
Leann Tovar
Carley Rae Turner
Joey Valero
Achint Kumar Verma
Ruby Anne Sebastian Vicencio
Yanping Wang
Stacey Akemi Wong
Sue Jin Yang
Erica Nicole Youngblood
Yin Zhu
Yi Fei Zou

MASTER of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Yevgenya Agapova
Kristina Bencheva
Orfeo Lucas Bertini
Luis Camilli
Mengying Chu
Apple Choy Chua Yap
Kyle Josiah Collins
Shuai Feng
Zhen Fu
Elizabeth Irma Hamm
Adam Charles Hock
Shady Nabil Ismail
Hyun Jung Joe
Dhara Kothari
Shabnam Kunwar
Amie Rose Lewis
Qingfeng Li
Sabina Bayanova Mahoney
Savankuma Maheshkumar Mandalia
Charlie Mao
Ernesto Martinez
Kelley Jane Martino
Linh Phuong Nguyen
Richard John Parker
Gettinder Punia
Murilo Rodrigues
Christopher David Rosales
Amy Lauren Scott
Ajinkyaa D. Sirsikar
Wellington So
Michaeline Preena Stanley
Kenneth Brent Sugiyama
Class of January 2016—Master’s Degrees (continued)

Rossini Thadal
Corin Alysha Thomas
Deborah Tragsiel-Gereda
Marco Vegas-Landeau
Aubrey Lauren Worley
Ryan Zulewski

**MASTER of FINE ARTS**

Sarah Ashley Heady
Rachel Nicole Kessinger
Jane Marie McDermott
Nina Ruth Mohan
Rita Alves Piffer

**MASTER of MUSIC**

Jonathan Frederick Borchardt
Xin Zhang

**MASTER of PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

Amanda Jeanne Akers
Zahara Alam
Toni Shu-Ying Autry
Erica Jayne Bleicher
Danelle Nicole Carey
Matthew Scott Channing
Jennifer Rose Chow-Delgado
Stacey Sze-Wan Chun
Trevor Lee Cook
Mayra Alexandra Esparza
Frances Fortini
Jennifer Leonor Gasang
Esther Marie Green

Channy Ith
Jill Mie Kunishima
Amelise Javier Lane
Joseph Edward Lapka
Shana Israel Love
Leah Danielle Madonich
Gordon Gregory Matassa
Mary Ellen Menees
Jasmine Latrice Moore
Martha Janeth Ochoa
Robert Daly Preston
Nicole Ashley Salvador
Yoko Shimizu
Emily Ann Stefiuk
Moony Chia Ming Tong
Oriol Zales

---

**Class of January 2016**

**DOCTORAL DEGREES**

The Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership degree is awarded by the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

**DOCTOR of EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP**

Carol R. Hill
Omar R. Murillo
Mark Raymond Reibstein
Christine Marie Schirmer
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sunshyne Sky Anderson
Collin William Jacobs
John Mark Yumul Sonza
Justin S. White

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Laura Alper
Makela Lynn Brown
Kyle Paul Haselton
Brian Robert Fletcher Johnson
Robert James Morales
Julie Ellie Nacouzi
Fatema Nakhuda
Shermaine Tan

CUM LAUDE
Carina Marie Bernier
Kimberly Rose Blum
Bryce Trenton Cherry
Michael Alexander Cueva
Kathleen Elisabeth Dietrich
Rosalia Frias-Valdez
Justine Lauren Hernandez
Tomoko Hirose
Jan Kamling Lau
Mai K. Le
Molly Ann Linares
Alejandrina Márquez Franco
Jordan O'Brien

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Claudia Aguas
Nadia Janise Nihad Almaleh
Steven John Alvarez
Isaëlla Fern Anders
Alfredo Andrade
Victoria Sophanee Ang
Markel Devon Archie

Patrice Marie Atalig
Daniel Worner Atwood
Bianca Erika Aviles
Mark Jacob Bacani
Casey Ryan Baker
Gayane Borisovna Balasanyan
Dylan Ban
Melanie Valino Bauzon
Brittney Lyn Beaman
Shelby Kate Botula
Mollie Elizabeth Brown
Christine S. Calderon
Jenny Cao
Angela Ingrid Caruso
Nicolas Ryan Cashman
Shirley A. Castillo
Teresa Renee Cattarin
Briana Olinda Cavinta
Daniel Luise Chavez
Jose Luis Chavez Figueroa
Chen Chen
Seona Cho
Alexina Elizabeth Clarke
Nicholas William Clarke
Kassandra Lynette Cobb
Anna Lisa Crisolo
Piper Mariah Crispin-Smith
Caitlin Elise Crowley
Arianne Mae Cubillo
Chelsea Elise Curbo
Patrick Alba Dakis
Josefina Noemi Pestaño
De Guzman
Dev De La Porte
Joanna Stephanie Delgado
Karanbir Deol
Kyle James Destiche
Amelia Rose Dizon
Shane Hansch Dolen
Lisa Carie Domingo
Gavin Ives Dowd
Amanda M. Duarte
Alfredo Duenas
Estelle Nadge
Efomou Foussat Kyane
Kevin Kaveh Ehsani
Ohr Elcayam
Bridget Grace Emery
Natalie Maria Enright
Lesly Guadalupe
Kianna Leigh Evans
Alina Alexandra Ezzi Lopez
Leonardo Antonio Fallas

Daniel Feeney
Shauna Leigh Fleener
Kelsey Irene Fleetwood
Matthew Richard Fochtman
Julia Carmina Franco
Cameron Reed Fuller
Lauren Alicia Garcia
Pablo Roberto Garcia Rodas
Timmit Gebreihannes
James Thomas Gongola
Timothy Michael Gorospe
Ruby Gorrostieta
Aaron Z. Gozum
Summer Lyn Granger
Elizabeth Marie Gregoire
Malek Omar Haffar
Sterling Gordon Halbert
Clarissa Willene Hambery
Sophie Catherine Hamm
Jamal Basem Hammad
Saki Hanaoka
Kyle Nicholas Harman
Eric Walter Heintz
Kaitlyn Brianna Helgevold
Julia Alicia Hernandez
Veronica Janet Hernandez
Gabriela Linda Herrera
Alicia Hoi
Suzanne Elena Holton
Paola Horta
Tamae Hosoda
Tyrone Levell Hunter
Adam Andrew Huntley
Yazmin Hurtado
Rusuke Inomata
Sheila Grace Islam
Hiroyasu Ito
Philip Ross Jacobsen
Sanvyoon Jin
Izenique Shantanelle Johnson
Mark Erin Johnson
Ursula Johnson
Jenna-Azriele Christine Jordan
Robert Dean Julian
Samuel Patrick Kearns
Kathleen Rosella Kelly
Janine Domaguing Kikkert
Ping Fong Kuo
Soo Hyoun Kwon
Leta Lai
Aaron Lam
Matthew David Lara

Calvin Pieter Monson Latour
Kim Vang Thi Le
Eladio Ramon De Leon
Ledesma
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Andrew Christopher Lopez
Nooruddin Malik
Juan José Martínez Cabré
Ariel Marie Mason
Jillian Gini McCoy
John Samuel McLaughlin
Briana Maires Mctierman
Brina Rebecca Means
Michelle Joyce Mendoza
Alyssa Nicole Menutti
Alex Brampton Miller
Ty Richard Miller
Dominique Shanele Montgomery
Naomi Elizabeth
Moralez-Glenn
Ramiro Moran Valencia
Amanda C. Motta
Yelda Mundu
Katia Naffa
Mojaq Nawabi
Elisa Ng
Hawrris Omeryar Niazi
Arianna Renee Nunez
Thomas Anthony O'Hare
Jonathan David Obera
Julius Oluseun Ojewole
Matthew James Ornellas
Jacquelyn Marie Orozco
Shannelle Annis Ortiz
Michelle Osti
Brenna Marie Overturf
Michael Tom Paolucci
Yesenia Partida
Ana Gabriela Pedroza Gomez
Angelika Marie Penuela Ruiz
Stephanie Nicole Pires
Alexander David Prael
Christina Michelle Ray
Zachary Lewis Ready
Colt Frank Reichl
Alicia Patricia Reyes
Baleriano Nuñez Reyes
Michelle Nicole Reyes
Vanessa Marie Reyes
Sara Jane Reynozo
Brian K. Ringier
Jen Ripley
Magna Cum Laude

Lenka Fejt
Hoi Ming Fong
Heidi Alana Hoffman
Sheilla Kam
Hong Ying Lai
Ivet Loham
Sara Padash
Silan Ren

Cum Laude

Matthew E Abbott
Kavisha Nayomaly
Abeyasekera
Roxanne Anvaripour
Anthony Andrew Barbieri
Evan Benjamin Bernstein
Elizabeth Ellen Blackstock
Szu-Hsuan Chen
Tiffany Ciney
Irene Marie Cronin
Meichun Gao
Jeanette Giron
Samir Nazih Ibrahim
Shaquane Kenya Jordan
Kimberly Beth Lansberry
Argie Lim Lat
Fu Mai Lai
Xiaohong Li
Earle Linn
Michael Flaherty Magee
Emily Wing Yee Ng
Thy Ngoc Nguyen
Lamia Ramadan
Gihan Arjuna Ranasinghe
Daryl James Salud Reyes
Jorelle Kim Solarte Sabudclao
Shimin Shi
Elaine Sung
Sashi B. Thapaliya
Kai Hei Tiffany Tong
Michelle Noelia Villanueva
Xinde Wang
Erica Yee-Lai Wu
Xincheng Wu
Ka Kit Yeung
Jiaying Zhao
Kai Kit Yeung
Ka Hei Tiffany Tong
Princess Rhea Trazo Canunio
Yuli Cao
Kerry Carmichael
Devon Mark-Edward Carr
Maria D. Caso
Cameron Joseph Ceccola
Cindy Chan
John Chan
Johnny Chan
Sze Man Chan
Avinash Jagadish Changavi
Nicholas Alexander Chavez
Raveena Kaur Cheema
Carrie Chen
Judy Chen
Mengmi Chen

BACHELOR of SCIENCE
Graduation with honors

Summa Cum Laude

Jianzi Deng
Thanh Tra Pham
Sanjaya Pratama
Jiao Yang

Ashkan Adel Ahani
Yaman Najiy Ahmed
Zohaib Ahmed
Julian Cabebe Alambat
Kathryn Alano Alday
David Van Alexander
Abdulrahman Fuad Alhashim
Angelo Luis Aliaga
Ashkon Aliyar
Nawaf Naif Alotaibi
Mercel Amin
Alfredo Andrade
Javier Andrade
Amin S. Arboz
Marco Omar Argueta
Nina Alyssa Atkinson
Selma Guadalupe Avila
Maya Awrutina
Cassim Hashim Azam
Brooke Lucy Bailey
Brian Jonathan Ball
Julio José Ballón Melgar
Rachel Rose Bartel
Navy Analida Amaya
Bastiaans
Corey Michael Baumgartner
Nuha Hossam Bazian
Ting Becker
Ciyinta Ladya Belladonna
Jessica N Beltran
Maytal Miri Benbenisti
Edgar Benitez
Brandy Lajoy Bishop
Ryan Edwin Blake
Gaelle Barbara Bouloko Eteti
Brian Otis Bradford
Sean Douglas Bradley
Keith Matthew Bragas
Cassie Marie Brazil
Brinkly Jeanne Brown
Michael Gene Joven Calalang
Sophie Calzada
Jesus Ramiro Campos
Princess Rhea Trazo Canunio
Yuli Cao
Kerry Carmichael
Devon Mark-Edward Carr
Maria D. Caso
Cameron Joseph Ceccola
Cindy Chan
John Chan
Johnny Chan
Sze Man Chan
Avinash Jagadish Changavi
Nicholas Alexander Chavez
Raveena Kaur Cheema
Carrie Chen
Judy Chen
Mengmi Chen

Yingjie Chen
Zhizhe Chen
Bryan Richard Chevalier
Edwin Szuon Chin
Aaron Chiu
Katy Chow
Ming Lai Angel Chow
Huameizi Chu
Lalane Coaxum
Megan Lynn Coelho
Christian Joseph Contreras
Evin Matthew Craft
Christine Amylu Cruz
Channing Malica Culbert
Zaid Dadabhai
Xiaofei Dai
Ron Jacob Daniel
Vincent Huy Viet Dao
Nguyen Khi Dao Pham
Tahir Mobeen Dar
Gian Carl Mari Datu
Carolyn Hernandez de La Cruz
Sanephel Singh Dhani
Chan Dao
Eliza Capistrano Diaz
Pa Chia Dimalanta
Phong Huy Dinh
Tommy Kiet Do
Ben Doan
Norma G. Donado
Tejpal Singh Dosanjh
Travis Varner Doty
Wei Du
Yuchen Duan
Ashley Michele Espinoza
Tevita Mafi Fakatobu
Eldrin Mark Figueroa
Erica Elise Filarski
Irving Javier Fraire
Mark Joseph Tuban Galela
Nicholas Norman Chan
Galingo
Lauren Janeec
Garrick-Crossley
Patrick James Gilbertson
Aaron Gomez
Eric A. Gomez
Monica Lesley Gomez
Amanda Kimiko Graham
Michael Granucci
Joseph Alan Gudino
Jennifer Michelle Hamilton
Elizabeth Haro
Syed Amil Hasan
Jumpei Hayama
Qin He
Jane Alice Hegarty
Hannah Hein
Eli Lawrence Hermann
Class of August 2015—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)

Ding Yuan Wang
Donaldson Aguirre Whigan
Rainer Wildaja
Jonathan Michael Won
Marcus Daniel Wong
Matthew Lawrence Wong
Wesley Bunn Chung Wong
Michelle Wright

Davide Xiao
Miaoqun Xie
Yi Xing
Shiyun Xu
Weijie Xu
Ying Xue
Waihang Yan
Leila Yanira Yasin

Michael Jia Ju Ye
Takaki Yoshida
Tanya Veronica Zavala
Daniel Majed Zeidan
Sitao Zeng
Heng Zhang
Ruiyong Zhang
Yue Zhang

Zubin Zhang
Hongde Zhao
Hao Bai Zhen
Huici Zhen
Linlin Zhen
Peng Zheng
Jia Yao Amy Zhou
Yang Zhou

Class of August 2015

MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER of ARTS

Marcina Raquel
Albersheim-Carter
Arwa Salem Alghamdi
Juan Sebastián Auli
Pantea Bahnani
Timothy J. Barkwill
Lubna H. Bazian
Eugene Joseph Beyder
Clark Alan Bilorusky
Nedelya Carolina Builes Gaitan
Wenbin Chen
John Cheng
Hyein Cho
Joemar Nillo Clemente
Desiree Mary Helen Dora Mae Cook
Daphne E. Crane
Martina Dach
Yiting Deng
Christopher Robert Duff
Khaled Amin Ezzat
Lea Addy Folsom
Hector Franco Marina
Anthony Freeman
Emile Gable
Jihey Gil
Vihra Valerieva Gocheva
Yazhu Gong
Gia Nicole Grant
Dustin Tokui Hedani
Tachelle Tisha Herron
Trevor Clinton James Jackson
Christine Noelle Rapadas Jimenez
Harmony Rose King
Vincent Kwan
Ian Anderton Laettner

Therese-Marie Basa Landry
Xiaolin Li
Xinzhi Li
Xiang Lin
Yunyun Liu
Alwiana Monique Love
Michelle Lauren Manning
Amanda Ng
Sierra Patterson Niblett
Diane Gail Niemann
Frankie Ochoa-Kaup
Lucy Hanh Odom
Fatima Capili Orcino
Alyssa Marie Percell
Christine Elisa Pineda
Nancy Lynn Read
Ty Michael Robinson
Jordan Seliger
Melvin Mandeep Singh
Alexandria Megan Sweet
Eric Dean Tesar
Alexandria Renee Torres-Vaughn
Mauricio Arturo Ulloa
Karen Elizabeth Wirsing
Mengyang Zhang

Karthikeyan Dhandapani
Kimberly Anne Drewiske
Silas Ellison
Ryan Michael Eshleman
Brian David Freiermuth
Daniel James Gallardo
Jennifer Marie Gilbert
Ayush Goyal
Noel Marie Graham
Casey Lee Hardy
Mingsi He
Joseph Maxwell Issel
Ying Kang
Brian Thomas Keaney
Stephen Ronald Kielar
Ajay Kumar
Ragh Kuttappa
Ly Ly Lam
Michael Richard Louie
Ravi Teja Mamidipaka
Kelly Mcneal Markello
Michael Tyler Mathieu
Shaye Benjamin Matsuda
Arwa Abizarali Motiwala
Ashok Mushannavar
Keerthish Neelavadar Ganapathi
Hagar Firdu Negash
Joseph Ologo Olo
Alexander Victor Pan
Nicholas Hugo Perotti
Gaurav Rele
Michelle Renee Roche
Matthew John Rohlfes
Christopher Wayne Ross
Vicki Teresa Rumayor
Timothy Joseph Runyon
Bhavana Senapathi
Stevy Kayleen Shadwick
Abriti Sharma

Charles Grant Showley
Humera Siddiqua
Cedric Elijah Snethlage
Jose Oscar Solis
Sylvia Elizabeth Soule
Cameron Michael Soulette
Ferrah Benika Spears
Jyotika Syal
Aaron Seth Tooley
Nicolle Mayu Travis
Anh Tu Truong
Adam Aaron Valine
Aine Therese Vejby
Alexis Marie Weinig
Theodore Alexei Williams
Alyssa Mary Renee Winn
Jenny Wong
Meredith Renee Woy
Sha Yan
Ellen Alycia Young
Yang Yu
Debra Tatiana Zepeda

MASTER of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Raymond Mitchell Durk
Michael Lyn Pietruszkiewicz
Dominik Pohlmann
Song-Ho Tran

MASTER of PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Kristin Shell Barrera
Michael J. Jacinto
Class of August 2015

Doctoral Degrees

The Doctor of Physical Therapy (clinical) degree is awarded jointly by the Board of Regents of the University of California and the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Mysa Uy Sangria
Natalia Noelle Wilk
William Wong

San Francisco State University has made every attempt to include in this program all persons deserving of recognition. Please note that this program contains only the names of graduates who applied for graduation by the April 1, 2016, program deadline. If there have been any errors or omissions, please accept our sincerest apologies. Corrections may be directed to the Registrar’s Office: 415.338.2350.

This publication is available in alternative formats upon request. Contact the Office of University Communications, 415.338.1665, or visit commencement.sfsu.edu.
FACULTY MARSHALS

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Paul Beckman, Information Systems
Min Chen, Accounting
Sina Damangir, Marketing
Theresa Hammond, Accounting
Sybil Yang, Hospitality and Tourism Management

COLLEGE OF HEALTH & SOCIAL SCIENCES
Jimmy Bagley, Kinesiology
Karen Hossfeld, Sociology/Sexuality Studies
Alex Martinez, Sociology/Sexuality Studies
Linda Platas, Child and Adolescent Development
Genie Stowers, Public Administration
Robert Williams, Counseling

GRADUATE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Josie Arce, Elementary Education
Doris Flowers, Equity, Leadership Studies & Social Justice
Larry Horvath, Secondary Education
Betty Yu, Special Education & Communicative Disorders

COLLEGE OF ETHNIC STUDIES
Belinda Reyes, Latina/Latino Studies
Dorothy Tsuruta (Lead Marshal), Africana Studies
Wesley Uenten, Asian American Studies

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL & CREATIVE ARTS
Paul Ellison (Lead Marshal), Music
Oscar Guerra, Broadcast & Electronic Communication Arts
Steven Kovacs, Cinema
Laura Moorehead, Journalism

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Jennifer Blecha, Geography
Ellen Hines, Geography
Jean-Pierre Langlois, Mathematics
Robert Ramirez, Professor & Associate Dean
Kimberly Tanner, Biology
Dear Class of 2016,

Congratulations on your incredible achievement.

During your time at the California State University, you and your colleagues faced challenges that tested your character, knowledge, beliefs and skills.

Your faculty pushed you to examine your understanding of the world and to ponder humanity’s most fundamental questions.

Your counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors, coaches and support staff built the environment for you to answer these questions and to be deliberate and consequential in your words and actions.

Your family, friends and colleagues reinforced your drive for success, helping you along your academic path and providing the support required for your accomplishments today.

These people — your champions — deserve our utmost admiration and appreciation, and I know that they join me in celebrating your achievements.

Your hard work and sacrifices will continue to pay dividends far beyond today’s celebration. Your lifetime of successes will lift up you and your family, as well as your community and nation.

Today, you will join a diverse family of CSU alumni that are finding new ways to solve our greatest challenges, educating the next generation of students, fighting for equality and social justice and creating sustainable opportunities for economic prosperity.

And, as a fellow alumnus, I am honored to welcome you to the CSU alumni family, which is more than 3 million strong.

Thank you for all that you have done — and will do — for this university, California and the world.
AUDIENCE NOTES

RULES
Guests who enter the playing field or who throw (or attempt to throw) objects in the stands or onto the field are subject to ejection and criminal prosecution. They will also be held liable for any fines and/or damage.

ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS
The elevators at the Willie Mays Plaza and 2nd & King entrances provide access to all levels of the park. The elevators at Lefty O’Doul Plaza and Seals Plaza provide access to the Promenade Level only. In addition, at Willie Mays Plaza there is an escalator which will move guests up before the ceremony and change direction after the graduate procession to bring guests down after the ceremony.

FIRST AID
The First Aid Station, located on the Promenade Level behind Section 132, is open during the ceremony to provide evaluation and treatment to guests for minor medical needs. Dignity Health physicians, nurses and emergency medical personnel staff the First Aid Station. King American Ambulance Service is available for medical emergencies.

GUEST SERVICES OFFICE
Guest Services personnel are stationed at the Guest Services Office, located behind Section 119 on the Promenade Level, for wheelchair requests, lost and found items, information about public transportation, lost and found children and parents and a variety of other services. Concierge personnel are available to assist guests on the Virgin America Club and Oracle Suite levels near the Willie Mays Clock Tower elevators.

LIVE STREAMING
The Commencement ceremony will be live-streamed for guests joining us off-site. A link can be found on the Commencement website: commencement.sfsu.edu.

LOST AND FOUND
If a guest has lost an item during the ceremony, he or she should contact the nearest Ballpark Operations or Guest Services staff member for assistance. Found items might also be turned in to Ballpark Operations or Guest Services staff. Items will be held for one week. Unclaimed items will be donated to charity. Guests may call Guest Services at 415.972.2156 and leave a detailed description of the lost item, including when and where they think the item was misplaced. Guests may also email lostandfound@sfgiants.com with this information.
PHOTOGRAPHS
We know this is a special day and that families and friends of graduates want to take photographs. Because of access restrictions, however, this is not possible. A professional photography company will be taking photos prior to graduates entering the ballpark. Graduates will receive order forms directly from the company.

RE-ENTERING THE BALLPARK
During Commencement, guests are permitted to leave the ballpark and return. They may exit any gate but must have their hands and tickets stamped for re-entry. Upon return, each guest must show his or her stamped ticket stub and hand stamp to re-enter the ballpark. Guests re-entering the ballpark are subject to search.

RESTROOMS
There are 52 public restrooms (21 for men, 21 for women and 10 family) located on all levels throughout the ballpark. Restrooms on the Promenade and View levels are painted yellow for easy identification, and all contain baby-changing tables.

FAMILY RESTROOM LOCATIONS
FIELD: Section 113
PROMENADE: Section 126, 107
(entrance to Lefty O’Doul Plaza)
Section 142 (near center field scoreboard area)
CLUB: Section 213, 229
VIEW: Section 313, 319

MEN’S RESTROOM LOCATIONS
FIELD: Section 110, 124, Wardrobe Room, Bleachers at Section 142
PROMENADE: Section 110, 123, 133, 116
(by Willie Mays Tower)
VIRGIN AMERICA CLUB: Section 204, 213, 218, 227, 234
VIEW: Section 305, 311, 321, 328, 331

WOMEN’S RESTROOM LOCATIONS
FIELD: Section 108, 119, Wardrobe Room, under Bleachers at Section 142
PROMENADE: Section 107, 126, 131, 116
(by Willie Mays Tower)
VIRGIN AMERICA CLUB: Section 204, 213, 218, 226, 234
VIEW: Section 305, 313, 319, 324, 330

SIGN LANGUAGE/CAPTIONING
Sign language interpreters are available. There are reserved seats for guests needing this service. Guest services can guide you to the available seats. In addition, the large screen will feature open captioning.

SMOKING
In accordance with San Francisco city ordinance, AT&T Park is a smoke-free facility with no smoking areas. Smoking is not permitted anywhere in the ballpark. Electronic smoking and any other vaporized smoking is not permitted anywhere inside AT&T Park.
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